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STUDIES OF NEAR.SURFACE PHENOMENA AND EROSION
MECIIANISMS IN METALLIC ALLOYS USING

" , SINGLE- AND MULTI-PARTICLE IMPACTS*

•. M. Rao'l"and J. R. Keiser

ABSTRACT

An experimental study of the effects of material properties on erosion
mechanisms was conducted by subjecting targets to single as well as multiple
impacts of spherical particles at various velocities. A mechanical properties
microprobe (MPM) was used to monitor the hardening due to the impacts.

Initial studies on several engineering alloys showed that work hardening was
associated with single impacts, and the results suggested that the capacity to
distribute the impact energy over large volumes improved a material's erosion
resistance. Detailed, single-impact studies over a wide range of velocities were
conducted on 1100 Al and Fe3Al-based, ordered iron-aluminid e alloy FA-129, in
both heat-treated and cold-worked conditions. The impact responses could not be
explained by strength and hardness changes alone. A dropoff in near-surface
hardness was observed in the cold-worked iron-aluminide alloy at relatively low
velocities and was observed in both alloys at velocities of several hundred meters
per second. For high-velocity impacts at 30° incidence, significant material fracture
was seen in alloy FA-129 but not in 1100 Al.

Studies also showed that the alloys work hardened significantly under
- multiple-particle impacts. However, unlike 1100 Al, the hardness of alloy FA129

dropped off in near-surface regions, and the thickness of this layer increased with
erodent dose. Characteristic ripple and hill-and-valley structures developed on

. aluminum alloys but not on alloy FA-129. The development of the structures was
examined in detail for 1100 Al, emphasizing material deformation and flow,
hardening behavior, and effects on erosion. In the case of alloy FA-129, erosion
occurred even though most of the impacting particles were softer than 'the target
material. Two distinct erosion mechanisms were observed: extrusion and fracture
of platelets by the impact of spherical particles and a cutting or "gouging out" of
material by the impact of angular particle fragments. The alloy lost its ordered
structure due to the impacts, but the effects of the transformation on the erosion
process were unclear.

Single-particle impact studies were found to correlate well with results from
low-velocity, multiple-particle erosion experiments. Material loss in the iron-
aluminide alloy was related to its lower ductility as well as its propensity to localize
deformation due to its ordered structure. The high dynamic recovery of 1100 A1
allowed impact energy to be spread more uniformly, explaining the lack of brittle
failure observations in cold-worked 1100 Al, even though ductility was greatly
reduced. However, the observed hardening behavior under the various impact

. conditions could not be completely explained based on mechanical properties

*Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy,
, Advanced Research and Technology Development Materials F'rogram, under contract

DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
"l'Consultanl, Corrosion Science and Technology Group, Metals and Ceramics Division,

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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effects alone. Residual stress effects explained the dropoff in near-surface
hardness in the iron-aluminide alloy but could not satisfactorily explain the
hardening behavior observed for single-particle impacts at various velocities,
Thermal effects were evidently important and could more completely explain the
results. A combination of mechanical properties and therrnal effects could explain
the general observation that the erosion resistance of engineering alloys is ..
insensitive to strengthening treatments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Materials used in fossil energy systems are expected to withstand damage both from hot

corrosive gases, as well as fine particulates, in the gas stream, The erosion and erosion-

corrosion behavior of the alloys, therefore, becomes of prime importance. The major source

of erosive particles is non-combustible mineral matter, and considerable research has been

conducted to identify appropriate erosion-resistant materials, as well as to determine erosion

mechanisms.

Previous studies on erosion have tried to relate a materi',d's erosion resistance to one or

more of the material's mechanical or physical properties, and several mechanistic theories have

been proposed. Finnie et al.1 demonstrated a relationship between erosion resistance and

indentation hardness for annealed pure metals. However, the relationship did not hold when

alloys or work-hardened pure metals were considered.2, 3 Other researchers have demonstrated

relationships between erosion behavior and metal-metal bond energy, 4 melting point, 5 and

elastic modulus. 6 Although erosion behavior can be related to some physical or mechanical

property for a carefully defined set of materials, none of these relationships hold for materials

in ali conditions of heat treatment or mechanical working.

A relationship between erosion behavior and thermal properties has also been

demonstrated. Ascarelli 7 related erosion behavior to a property he calls thermal pressure,

¢_kAT,where ot is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, k is the bulk modulus, and AT is

the difference between the ambient temperature and the melting point of the target material.

Hutchings 8 proposed using the product pcpA'I"where p is the density, Cp is the specific heat at

constant pressure, and AT is as previously defineo. Malkin 9 related erosion resistance to the

specific melting energy pAH/a, where AH is the enthalpy change ass_iated with transforming

solid target material at ambient temperature to liquid at the melting temperature, and a is the

atomic mass. A dimensional analysis was developed by Jennings et al,lO in which several

material properties that might influence erosion resistance were incorporated. Under certain

test conditions, a correlation between each of these parameters and erosion resistance can be



" shown. However, as in the case of the relationships developed using physical properties, none

provides a satisfactory, correlation for ali meta!s and alloys under ali test conditions,

. The association of erosion behavior and thermal properties is, in part, related to the

observation that significant heating of the surface can occur as a result of a particle impact.

Calculations have shown that if a major portion of the energy of the incident particle is

transferred to the target and if adiabatic behavior is assumed, the temperature can be raised

appreciably and may even exceed the melting point of the target. 11,12 Melting of a target

material has been reported by several researchers, 13-15and there are many reports of annealing

or softening of the surface of a target as a result of the heat introduced by particle impacts. 16"18

Conclusions that softening had occurred were made from hardness measurements and

microstructural studies on samples previously exposed to a stream of erosive particles.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has provided evidence of work hardening below

eroded surfaces of 310 stainless steel, 19 Stellite 6B, 20 and nickel. 21 Microstructural changes in

AISI 1096 steel have been reported at or just below the bottom of an erosion crater formed by a

stream of particles. 17 These changes were presumed to be related to a short-duration

temperature increase in the thin layer at the surface of the erosion crater. In nearly ali cases,

- microstructural changes were noted after tests involving multiple impacts. Many results have

shown that heat treatments and alloying additions have little effect on erosion resistance. 17,22-24

• Some of these results have been attributed to thermal effects, but there is a lack of direct

evidence. 17,24

Material removal mechanisms have _dsobeen studied in detail. Angular particles remove

material efficiently by a mechanism similar to the cutting action of an abrasive particle. 25

Particles tending to b_ ,,lore spherical in shape lack a cutting edge and remove material more

slowly by the formation of lips around an impact site and subsequent removal by repeated

impacts or by overlapping of craters. 26-28

For ductile metals, material loss rates fall dramatically toward normal incidence, 1 and even

angular particles do not remc,ve material very efficiently. Finnie, Levy, and McFadden 29

described debris generation under normal impacts of angular particles as being a result of a

continuous battering of the surface, which led to flakes of material being extruded and finally

- removed by ductile fracture. Sequential erosion and observation of eroded surfaces under

perpendicular impingement have shown that impinging particles created platelets of material,,

. upon impact, with material removal occurring by detachment of these platelets under

succeeding impacts. 30 Some authors have suggested flake and platelet formation as the main

mechanism of material removal irrespective of impact angles or particle shape. 16,31
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The concept of a critical strain has been used in modeling erosion processes where material

removal occurs by the formation and fracture of features descaibed as lips, ridges, and

platelets.32, 33 In such cases, an important role is played by the ductility of the material under

erosion conditions, which may be different than the ductility measured in a normal tensile
test.32,33

This report describes the results of a research program exploring fundamental aspects of

erosion-corrosion in fossil energy systems, with an emphasis on understanding erosion

mechanisms in metallic alloys. A two-pronged approach has been used in order to achieve this

goal---examining material response to single-particle impacts and studying erosion mechanisms

under conditions of multiple-particle erosion. Multiple-particle erosion studies enable

evaluation of materials under conditions approaching those in the field to the extent that material

loss occurs as a result of thousands of impacts over a specific area. Single-impact studies

provide a means to experimentally model impact conditions realized in multiple-particle
erosion.

Since material removal occurs from near-surface layers, ch,_lges in these layers will have a

profound effect on subsequent material removal, as described in the introduction. The

experiments have, therefore, been directed toward examining such regions by assessing

changes in mechanical properties of the impacted surfaces using a mechanical-properties

microprobe (MPM). This would, for example, provide experimental evidence for the thermal

effects described earlier. The effect of the mechanical properties of the impacted alloys on their

response has also been a major issue addressed throughout the program.

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

In order to facilitate analysis of a fundamental nature, the impact studies were conducted

using spherical particles on relatively simple "alloysystems. Under field conditions, impacting

panicles are almost invariably irregular in shape, and irregular particles also remove materials

more efficiently. However, the impact of a spherical particle on a flat surface is easier to

analyze since the orientation of the particle relative to the surface is 'always well characterized.

Additionally, under multiple-impact conditions, angular particles tend to embed themselves on

the surfaces of ductile alloys, thus complicating analysis of the results. The use of simple alloy

systems as target materials enabled controlled variation of properties without interference from

complicating factors due to the presence of a second phase with widelydiffering properties.



The alloys studied included several aluminum alloys (1100, 6061-T6, and 7075-T6) and

. an ordered Fe3Al-based iron-aluminide alloy designated FA-129. The aluminum alloys

provided a relatively simple alloy system in which mechanical properties could be varied by

• thermo-mechanical treatment. The iron aluminides have potential practical applications in

fossil-energy systems requiring erosion or erosion-corrosion resistance. In addition, their

mechanical properties and unique elevated-temperature strength 34 provide a clear contrast with

the properties of the aluminum alloys.

The 1100 A1 was annealed in vacuum at 300°C for 15 min. Annealed samples were also

reduced 50% in thickness by cold rolling to produce a cold-worked conditior, of the alloy. The

cold-worked alloy was used only for single-particle impact tests.

The composition of the vacuum-induction melted (VIM) aluminide alloy FA-129 was (in

weight percent) Fe-15.9AI-5.2Cr-1.0Nb-0.033B-0.01 lC with trace amounts of Mo, N, Ni, O,

P, S, Si, and Zr. The B concentration was about three times higher and the C concentration

about four times lower than previously studied compositions. 34 The ",additionalB created a

finer distribution of precipitates within the grains than previous compositions but had similar

ambient and elevated-temperature mechanical properties. 34 Following homogenization at

1150 °C for 20 h, the "alloywas hot forged at 1000 °C and then hot rolled at 8N?°C to a final

- plate thickness of 2.5 mm. Samples 25-mm ,square were cut from this plate and rough

polished on 600-grit SiC paper. These samples w,_"ethen annealed in air at 7(KI°Cfor 1 h and

. quenched in mineral oil. The surfaces were repolished on 600-grit SiC prior to multi..particle

erosion testing. For single-impact studies, samples were further polished to a 0.5-gm diamond

finish. Samples of heat-treated FA-129 were also subjected to single-particle impacts in the

cold-worked condition. However, the low room-temperature ductility of the alloy limited the

amount of cold work to 5% reduction in thickness by cold rolling.

Table 1 shows the Vickers hardness of the various alloys measured under a 5(X)-gload.

Cold working increased the hardness of the 11(X)AI, but the small amount of cold work in the

iron-aluminide alloy barely increased its hardness.

Two systems were constructed to study the impact effects of single spherical panicles of

the size found in coal-conversion systems. The first system, built in the early stages of the

program, consists of an erosive-particle gas gun attached to the side of a scanning electron

microscope (SEM,. There are also provisions for a hot stage to heat the samples to

temperatures of I(XX)°C,as well as a hot-gas delivery system that can introduce small quantities

., of corrosive gases locally on sample surfaces. The details of the system have been published

earlier, 35 and the system will, hereafter, be referred to as the "SEM gas gun." The gun shoots

343-gm-diam balls at velocities between 10 to 90 m/s. Targets may be oriented at angles
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Table 1. Vickers hardness (500-g load) of alloys used in study

Alloy Hardness (HV)

Annealed 1100 aluminum 28.9 + 0.9

50% cold-worked 1100 aluminum 46.7 + 1.8

606 l-T6 aluminum 100 + 2
,L

7075-T6 aluminum 174 + 5

Ordered iron aluminide, FA-129 276 + 9

5% cold-worked iron aluminide, FA-.129 305 + 2.5

between !0 to 90° to the impacting sphere. Ali studies to date have been conducted using

cobalt-bonded WC spheres as the impacting particles. The high density/of this material

provides a large amount of kinetic energy at a given velocity, and the high hardness of the

material prevents any significt, nt deformation in the balls on impact (this was verified by

examining impacted balls). Most of the impact experiments have been conducted at room

temperature. A few experiments were conducted at elevated temperatures using the hot stage,

but the results were inconclusive and are not discussed in this report. In situ corrosion studies

using the hot stage have not been conducted, although some preliminary data were gene_'ated

early in the program. 35

Recently, a second higher velocity gun was ct, nstructed in order to conduct studies of the

effect of increasing kinetic energy on impact characteristics and providing tile means to

establish transitions in material response (for example, to establish conditions under which

thermal effects are dominant). The gun uses technology used to inject frozen hydrogen pellets

into fusion plasmas _rndwas developed and built by M. J. Gouge and C. R. Foust of

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Fusion Energy Division. The key component is a

magnetic',dly driven fast valve, which opens on a time scale of approximately 1 ms (ref. 36),

providing a sharp pulse of gas ,q,tpressures up to 70 bar (7 MPa or I(X)0psi), which accelerates

a projectile down a launch tube. The gun, hereafter referred to as the "high-velocity gas gun,"

is designed to achieve particle velocities up to 2(XX)m/s using helium or argon as the

accelerating gas. A photograph of the system is shown in Fig. l(a). The launch tube is
m

contained within the uppermost tube seen in the picture. The fast valve is enclosed in the

Lexan enclosure at the fight-hand end of the tube and is seen in closeup in Fig. l(b). Three
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Fig. 1. (a) High-velocity gas gun and (b) closeup of fast
valve and chambering mechanism in "load" position



projectiles, in the form of 3-mm-diam cylindrical Delrin sabots, can be seen lying beneath the

scale near the top of the photograph. Each ef the sabots contains a 343-ktm-diam WC ball

press-fitted into one end. (Particles up to 1 mm iri size, with no constraint on particle shape,

may be mounted onto sabots. For the present study, only 343-ktm-diam WC balls were used.)

The sabot, with its open end containing the press-fit particle facing down the launch tube,

is brought into alignment with the fast valve and lat_,nchtube by means of a sliding chambering

mechanism. The chambering mechanism can be seen in Fig. l(b) in the load position, ready to

receive a fresh projectile (which is inserted into the cylindrical hole visible in the slide, left of

center of the photograph). When the gun is fired, the sabot is accelerated down the launch tube

and hits a sabot scraper atthe end of the tube [at the port holes seen in Fig. 1(a)]. The scraper

is conically shaped with its narrow end facing the oncoming sabot. The sabot shatters as it hits

the scraper (aided by pre-cut slots down the open end of the "_abotcylinder), and the embedded

particle continues toward the target through a cylindrical annulus in the scraper. The target is

, mounted on a sample holder, seen on the left side of Fig. l(a), and may be oriented at any

desiredangle to the impacting particle. A Textronix DC 5009 counter/timer picks up pulses

from two piezoelectric shock transducers, one attached to the sabot scraper and the other

clamped to the side of the specimen. The first pulse is triggered as the sabot hits the scraper,

and the second pulse is generated when the particle hits the sample. The velocity of the particle

is determined from the time delay between these two pulses and the distance between the tip of

the sabot scraper and the impact site.

Impacts were made at velocities between 200 to 1000 m/s, Higher velocities were not

attempted, and a lower velocity could not be achieved since a minimum back-pressure of

around 25 bar (2.5 MPa or 360 psi) is needed in order to set the fast valve.

Impact craters made using both the SEM gas gun and the high-velocity gas gun were

examined in a similar manner. Craters were microscopically examined, both optically and in a

SEM equipped with energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDXA). A Tencor Alphastep II

profilometer was used to measure crater dimensions and shapes, except when impact craters

were so large as to be out of the profilometer's measurement range. An MPM was used to

monitor the deformation associated with an impact, either by measuring the hardness directly in

the crater ("top-down" measurements) or by cross-sectioning the craters and making hardness

indentations beneath the crater. In the second technique, samples were typically etched prior to

the hardness measurements in order to remove the mechanical damage associated with the

sectioning and polishing processes.

The MPM is a depth-sensing indentation tester that 'allows the measurement of elastic and

plastic properties of a material on a submicron scale.37,38 The instrument has a load resolution
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of 0.3 I.tN and an indenter-penetration depth resolution of 0.16 nm. Indentations can be placed

within 0.5 _lm of a target area. Continuous load and penetration depth sensing allows the

measurement of mechanical properties during any instant of the loading and unloading cycle,

Since the MPM makes measurements based on indenter penetration (as opposed to dimensions

of the relaxed impression), accuracy of MPM hardness numbers at low-penetration depths

depends on precisely defining indenter tip geometries. In addition, the indenter is a three-faced

triangular pyramid, and numerical MPM hardness values have not yet been correlated with

traditional microindentation hardness numbers. For these reasons, hardness values have been

normalized with respect to the hardness of unaffected bulk material (the hardness measured on

the specimens at distances far from the impacted surface, where no plastic deformation effects

associated with the impact process are expected). In most cases, the relative hardness of the

bulk material (previously cold-worked or heat-treated material) has been fixed at 1 on this

scale. In some cases, specifically for data obtained early in the program, the relative

hardnesses were not similarly scaled; however, these exceptions are pointed out in the text.

For the multiple-particle impact tests, the lack of an erosion testing rig at ORNl., meant that

samples had to be eroded elsewhere. Two test systems were used for this purpose, a gas-jet

tester at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory37 and a rotating-arm (slinger) rig at the University of

. Notre Dame. 21 The gas-jet tester is the most common form of erosion-testing apparatus,

wherein erodent particles are accelerated toward the target by being entrained in a flow of

. compressed air, the velocity of the particles depending on the air pressure. Usually, a separate

velocity-measuring unit is required to measure particle velocity, 39 and testing of samples

proceeds sequentially. The rotating-arm apparatus launches erodent particles tangentially from

the tips of a tubular ann rotating at high speeds around a vertical axis. The velocity of the

particles is determined by the speed of rotation (about 25(X)rpm for the present experiments).

The rotating-arm specimen assembly is contained in an evacuated chamber, and samples are

located circumferentially around the rotating arm, oriented at the desired angle to the impinging

particle stream so that a number of samples can be eroded at the same time. Testing in vacuum

without accelerating gases makes for a simpler experimental setup. However, the particle

loading rate on the sample is typically very low [around 0.1 g/min-l(cm -2) compared to about

1.2 g/min-1 (cm '2) in the gas-jet tests I. In addition, since the rotating arm sprays abrasive

continuously, most of the erodent particles are wasted, and large charges are required to

achieve significant erosion (approximately 15 kg of erodent has to be fed to achieve a dose of

• I(X)g on one sample).

Ali multiple-particle erosion tests were conducted at room temperature at an erodent-

particle velocity of 45 m/s. As discussed earlier, spherical particles were used as the erodent to
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more easily model the impact characteristics. The erodent used in the gas-jet tester was

spherical-steel shot sieved to within a diameter range of 600 to 7(X)_tm, and the erodent in the

rotating-arm tester was spherical-steel shot sieved to within a diameter range of 297 to 420 _m.

The selected size range allowed for possible correlation with previous and ongoing single-

impact studies with 343-_m spherical WC particles.

Multiple-particle-impacted samples were examined in a manner simihtr to single-particle-

impacted samples, mainly using an SEM/EDXA and an MPM. Detailed observations on the

appearance of the impacted surface in the SEM provided information on material deformation

and removal mechanisms. The MPM was used to measure hardnesses below the impacted

surfaces by making indentations on cross-sectioned eroded samples. In order to be able to

make indents as close to the surface as possible, some samples were taper sectioned. Samples

;,vere initially sectioned perpendicular to the eroded surface with the cut parallel to the trace of

' the erodent impact direction on the sample surface. One piece was then mounted in a 3:1 taper

section with the taper edge lying along the length of the specimen (i.e., along the erodent

direction trace). Taper-sectioned samples were usually polished through 0.5-1am diamond and

lightly etched to remove deformation associated with the polishing operations. MPM

indentations made 5 gm from the eroded surface on the tapered section therefore gave hardness

measurements effectively, less than 2 lam below the eroded surface.

3. RESPONSE OF METALLIC ALLOYS TO SINGLE-
PARTICLE IMPACTS

Over the years, there have been several studies that have experimentally modeled solid-

particle erosion by subjecting metallic targets to impacts from single spherical

projectiles. 27,28,40-44These studies established material removal mechanisms such as by the

fomlation and subsequent removal of extruded lips of material by successive impacts or by the

overlap of impact craters. They 'also provided evidence of high-strain-rate deformation in the

form of shear bands or surface melting. However, one of the major drawbacks of these

studies is that particles were relatively large compared to those expected in fossil-energy

systems--the particle size in the above studies ranged from 1.6 to 9.5 mm in diameter. The

energy transferred to a surface by an impacting particle is limited to the kifietic energy contained

in that particle; the greater the kinetic energy, the more the potential damage to the surface.

Since the kinetic energy is proportional to the cube of the particle size, it is not clear whether ali

of the observations, especially those pertaining to thermal effects, would have occun'ed with

smaller, more realistically sized particles as have been used in the present study.
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3.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SINGLE-PARTICLE IMPACT
" STUDIES

Ali initial studies were conducted using the SEM gas gun. Results of these experiments

have been published extensively35,45-47 and are reviewed here briefly to provide a perspective
on the more recent work.

,

The earliest work35,45 was on strong engineering alloys (Hastelloy C-276, Berylco 25,

and 4340 steel) with a range of mechanical properties that were further modified by thermal or

mechanical treatments. Targets were impacted with 343-btm-diam WC balls at velocities of

30 m/s at impact angles of 30 and 90 °. lt was found that craters were consistently larger on

annealed specimens compared to strengthened specimens. Among ali the alloys taken as a

group, there was a general trend in which crater depth increased with increasing ductility and

decreased with increasing strength. However, multiple-particle impact tests conducted

elsewhere on the same alloys showed that the strengthening treatments had little effect on the

erosion rates. 31 Crater volumes after single-particle impact were, therefore, a poor predictor of

erosion rates, at least at velocities on the order of tens of meters per second. Top-down MPM

indentations were made in the single-impact craters formed on polished specimens of

Hastelloy C-276. lt was found that crater bottoms were harder than adjacent unimpacted

surfaces, indicating that the material work hardened due to the impacts. No measurements

- were made on cross-sectioned craters, so it was not known how the hardness varied with

distance beneath the impact craters.

The results from impacts on Hastelloy C-276 suggested that thermal effec'ts previously

associated with erosion may be more easily observable in lower melting alloys. As a result, a

series of aluminum alloys with a wide range of mechanical properties were chosen for the next

series of experiments. 46,47 These were subjected to Single impacts at 30° incidence by 343-gm-

diam WC balls at a velocity of 28.5 m/s. As in the earlier study, the crater sizes decreased with

increasing alloy strength. MPM indentations were made both in the craters, as well as beneath

cross-sectioned craters. The resulting hardness versus distance profiles are shown in Fig. 2.

Ali alloys were work hardened by the impacts, with no evidence for thermal softening effects.

A calculation on expected temperature rises, assuming adiabatic conditions and that ali the

" energy in the impacting particle was transferred to the target, predicted a temperature rise of

284 K in 7075-T6 Al compared to 50 K in annealed l l(X) Al (ref. 47). However, the actual

- temperature rise should be lower since a significant fraction of the incident energy is returned in
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Fig. 2. Relative hardness versus depth below craters due to single impacts at
30° incidence and 28.5 m/s for: (a) 1100 AI, (b) 6061-T6 AI, (c) 7075-T6 AI, and
(d) 50% cold-worked 11(X)AI.
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the rebounding ball, and this fraction would be larger in stronger alloys (i.e., in 7075-T6 Al

. compared to annealed 1100 Al). The calculated temperatures were thus not high enough to

cause thermal softening.

. In Fig. 2, the depth over which hardening occurs is significantly greater in the softer

annealed 1100 Al compared to cold-worked 1100 Al or the precipitation-hardened alloys.

Studies by other authors28, 31had shown that precipitation-hardened 7075 Al alloy eroded

faster than the annealed 1100 Al, The hardness results in Fig. 2, therefore, suggest that when

dealing with the same basic alloy system, the ability to accommodate the impact energy vie

plastic deformation over a large volume improves a material's resistance to erosion.

Further detailed examination of the deformation due to single-particle impacts was done

using 1100 A1 and iron-aluminide alloy FA- 129 as the target materials. The two alloys

provided a large variation in mechanical properties, 1100 AI being a low-strength, high-

ductility alloy, whereas the aluminide is a relatively high-strength alloy with limited room-

temperature ductility. From a fundamental viewpoint, the iron-aluminidc alloy's unique

elevated-temperature strength characteristics may be expected to influence impact-induced

thermal effects described above.

Relatively low-velocity impacts using the SEM gas gun showed only small differences in

the general appearance of the craters on the two alloys, as shown in Fig. 3, for impacts at

30° incidence at velocities between 15 to 20 m/s and 50 to 55 m/s. As would be intuitively

obvious, larger craters formed at the higher velocities, and as may be expected based on thei,

hardness values in Table 1, the craters were also significantly larger in the softer 1100 Al

compared to FA-129. In both alloys, material is pushed forward in the direction of the impact

forming a small pileup of material at the end of the elongated crater, although this is barely

observable in FA-129 impacted at 16 m/s, The deformation surrounding the affected material,

as well as the amount of piled-up material, is greater in the softer 1100 Al. Figure 4 shows

craters formed in 50% cold-worked 11130AI and in 5% cold-worked FA-129 by impacts at

similar velocities. Comparison with Fig. 3 (and allowing for the small differences in velocity)

shows that the crater is somewhat smaller in cold-worked 1100 A1compared to annealed

1100 A1 due to the higher hardness of the cold-worked alloy. There is no discernible

difference in crater size in the case of the heat-treated and cold-worked iron-aluminide samples,

. a fact that may be related to the small difference in hardness between the two conditions. In

both alloys, the deformation pattern and the appearance of the lip is simil_ in both the heat-

treated and cold-worked conditions. MPM hardness profiles beneath the impact craters

showed moderate work hardening due to the impacts, similar to the profiles shown in Fig. 2

for obliquely impacted aluminum alloys.
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Fig. 3. Craters due to single-particle impacts at 30" incidence on: (a) annealed
1100 A1 at 18 m/s, (b) annealed 1100 A1at 50 m/s, (c) ordered iron-aluminide alloy
at 16 m/s, and (d) ordered iron-aluminide alloy at 55 m/s.
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• Fig. 4. Craters due to single-particle impacts at 30°
incidence on: (a) 50% cold-worked1100 Al at 61 m/s and
(b) 5% cold-worked ordered iron-aluminide alloy at 58 m/s.
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For relatively low-velocity 90° impacts, craters were roughly circular with little evidence of

deformation around the t.rater edge_, as shown in Fig. 5 for the two alloys in both heat-treated

and cold-worked conditions. The faceted shape of the craters in 1100 Al is probably due to

cU,stallographic effects of the particle impact being wholly contained in one grain. Figure 6

S,hows MPM hardness profiles made on the craters shown in Fig, 5 after they were cross

sectioned. As with impacts at 30° (Fig. 2), ali materials undergo significant work hardening.

Since there is no component of the velocity of the incident particle, which is tangential to the

surface at 90° incidence, the maximum fraction of the incident energy is transferred to the

target, and plastic deformation effects may be expected to be most severe, This may be seen by

comparing the extent of hardening in 1100 Al as seen in Figs. 2 and 6. Although the velocities

for the 90° impacts are about twice as high as for 30° impacts, the increase in hardness and the

thickness of the hardened layer is at least 3 to 4 times as high for 90 ° impacts compared to

30 ° impacts.

MPM measurements under craters formed at 90° showed distinct differences between the

materials, as may be inferred from Fig. 6. As is intuitively obvious, the amount of material

work hardened by an impact is greater in the softer material, although the differences are not as

large as may be predicted based on alloy hardnesses. The interesting differences occur in the

nature of hardening in the very-near-surface layers of the iron-aluminide alloy. In the heat-

treated state, the hardness increases monotonically toward the surface. However, in the cold-

worked FA- 129 alloy, the hardness tends to drop off in a region about 80 I.tmfrom the bottom

of the crater. Because of the scatter in the data, there is no clear indication of a near-surface

dropoff in hardness in 1100 Al, lt appears that the near-surface layers in annealed 1100 Al

achieve a constant hardness under the impacts [Fig. 6(a)]. Figures 6(a) and (b) show that

relatively low hardnesses were measured at some locations in the near-surface layers of both

annealed and cold-worked 1100 Al. However, the data for 1100 A1 show considerably more

scatter than those from the iron-aluminide samples, and the trends cannot be as easily

ascertained. The lower hardness in the surface layers of the impacted surface, as opposed to

the hardness increasing continuously up to the surface, is hereafter referred to as near-surface

softening.

There is somewhat greater certainty of near-surface softening in both 1100 Al and FA-129

at higher velocities. Figure 7 shows cross-sectioned impacts made using the high-velocity gas
Q

gun at 90° incidence at velocities of several hundred meters per second. At such high

velocities, the particle penetrated a relatively long distance into the 1100 A1 and was embedded.

Even in the harder iron-aluminide alloy, the particle seems to have penetrated to a depth greater
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Fig. 5. Craters due to single-particle impacts at 90° incidence on: (a) annealed
1100 A1 at 58 m/s, (b) 50% cold-worked 1100 Al at 59 m/s, (c) ordered iron-
aluminide alloy at 59 m/s, and (d) 5% cold-worked ordered iron-aluminide alloy
at 58 m/s.
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than its radius. The superimposed MPM hardness profiles show that a near-surface hardness

dropoff occurred in both cases. Closer inspection reveals that the extent of softening is greater
m

in the iron-aluminide alloy.

The near-surface effects may be due to annealing of work-hardened material from heat

generated during the impact. As described above, thermal effects associated with erosive

particle impacts have typically been equated to the targetmaterial's thermal properties. One

should, therefore, expect strong effects in low-melting 1100 AI, where even moderate

temperature rises will be significant compared to typical recrystallization temperatures of the

alloy. However, equal (if not greater)apparent thermal effects are observed in the higher

melting iron-aluminide alloy. This suggests that the mechanical properties of the alloy also

have a strong influence on temperature excursions u_Jer solid-particle impacts. These and
other effects are considered in Sect. 5.

Some other data supporting an argument for thermal effects were provided by

observations made during a study on the impact response of scales formed on 2.25CrlMo

steels during erosion-corrosion. 48 Samples were eroded-corroded at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory using fluidized bed-combustor, bed material impacting at velocities of !0 an(','

20 m/s on samples at temperatures of 450 and 650°C. The SEM gas gun was used to make

single-particle impacts on the scales that fo,xned (typically a few microns thick) at an angle of

90° and velocities around 50 m/s. The MPM hardness profiles beneath impact craters on

specimens previously eroded-corroded under three conditions are shown in Fig. 8. Also

shown is the baseline profile beneath the scale on one of the samples, made in an area away

from a single-particle impact location. This profile indicates a small amount of work

hardening under the relatively mild mechanical impact conditions of erosion-corrosion

(relatively soft particles impacting a surface protected by a scale at velocities between 10 to

20 m/s). Under higher velocity single impacts by harder WC particles, ali three samples

showed much greater work hardening along with a dropoff in hardness or a constant hardness

in the near-surface layers. As described above, this near-surface effect may be accounted for

by thermal effects associated with the single-particle impacts on the relatively deformation-

resistant, slightly work-hardened surfaces of the eroded-corroded steels. (This study was done

in collaboration with A. V. Levy at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory during the course of this

project. It is not discussed further in this report since the specific subject deviates from the

central theme of erosion mechanisms and, also, because the results and discussion have been

published in their entirety. )48 The observations on the eroded-corroded steels fall short of

being conclusive evidence because detailed comparisons with other sample or test conditions
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were not made. The results on the impacted iron aluminide may also be attributed to

disordering effects of mechanical deformation from the impacts. A detailed discussion of these

effects is provided in Sect. 5 of this report.

" In addition to the difference in hardening response between the two alloys, there were also

considerable differences in the appearance of the impacted surfaces, which although not

apparent at low velocities (Figs. 3 and 4), were very marked at high velocities. This can be

seen by comparing the high-velocity impact craters formed at 30° incidence in 1100 Al (Fig. 9)

and in the iron-aluminide alloy (Fig. 10). Figure 9 shows the progressively increased amount

of damage on 1100 Al as the velocity of the impacting ball increases. At the lowest velocity of

250 m/s [Fig. 9(a)], material is pushed forward in front of the ball, much like at lower

velocities (Fig. 3) but to a much larger extent. Unlike the lower velocity impacts, there is also

evidence of deformation along the side of the crater. This is clearly observable at higher

velocities [Figs. 9(b) through (d)]. These indicate that the impacting particle "burrows" a

significant distance into the material before being ejected, in which case it tears through the

covering material forming large, stretched lips [Figs. 9(b) and (c)]. Sometimes, the ball

rebounds straight back out without tearing the material, as in Fig. 9(d). (lt was confirmed by

EDXA that the particle had indeed ejected from the crater. However, the ball may also have

fallen out during specimen handling.) The differences in velocity indicate that the burrowing
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Fig. 9. Craters due to single-particle impacts at 30°
incidence on annealed 1100 Al: (a) at 280 m/s,
(b) 420 m/s, (c) 625 m/s, and (d) 740 m/s.
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. Fig. 9. (continued)
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Fig. 10. Craters due to single-particle impacts at 30°
incidence on ordered iron-aluminide alloy: (a) at 340 and
280 m/s, (b) 450 m/s, and (c) 429 m/s.
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and tearing occur above some threshold velocity at which the particle can penetrate significantly

into the material, However, a velocity or velocity range over which tearing may occur is not

clearly defined,

Figure 10 shows that the iron aluminide responds quite differently to increasing the

velocity of the impacts, As in 110()AI, material is initially pushed forward to steadily greater

extents IFig, 10(a)], However, a different phenomenon occurs at higher velocities, Instead of

the deformation spreading, the extruded lip fractures at the exit edge of the particle, As in the

case of 1100 Al, deformation can be seen to the sides of the craters, However, the deformation

is much more contained, due to the higher strength of the aluminide alloy, The fractured lips

are indicative of a loss of ductility in the material, the fracture strain evidently having been

surpassed, Although FA- 129 is part of a class of iron-aluminide alloys with enhanced room-

temperature ductility of 15 to 20% (ref, 34), the ductility is far less than that of annealed

1100 A1 (35%) [ref, 4611.The distinctive difference in ttaedefomlation and fi'acture response

of the two alloys shows the importance of mechanical properties on material removal under

impact conditions, ,

High-velocity impacts ota previously work-hardened samples did not produce behavior

significantly different than that described above. Two micrographs of impacts on cold-worked

samples shown in Fig, 11 are very similar to those of impacts on heat-treated surfaces, A chip-
it,

like feature may be seen at the exit end of the crater ota cold-worked 1100 A1 in Fig. 1l(a).

This feature is formed by the "flipping up" of a cap of material Jas that seen in Fig. 9(d)] as the

ball burrows into the material and exits in the same direction, This is an unusual mechanisrn by

which the impact of a spherical p_u'ticlecan actually remove features that look like machining

chips. If the cap of material is weaker or thinner, it may split apart sideways as in Fig. 10(b)

or a slightly different particle trajectory may create a partial "chip" as in Fig, 10(c).

An interesting point to note is that none of the micrographs of high-velocity impacts snow

evidence of melting, as has been reported in the literature for significantly lower velocity

impacts. 44 This is possibly because of the order-of-magnitude smaller particles used in our

study. Since the kinetic energy contained in the ball varies as the cube of its size, a rough

calculation shows that the energy tnmsferred to the target on impact in our study is less than

1% of the literature studies (albeit distributed over a smaller impact area).

As a final characteristic of impact damage under high-velocity oblique impacts, Fig. 12(a)

shows a cross-._;ectional view of the crater seen in Fig. 10(d) in annealed 11(X)AI. (lt is easy

to imagine a "chip" forming if the ball had continued forward _mdexited in the same direction

instead of apparently rebounding out of the entrance opening.) In this sectional view, fine

precipitates contained in the 11(X)AI were originally aligned in vertical rows. The deformation
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Fig. 11. Craters due to single-pm'ticle impacts at 30°
, incidence on: (a) 50% cold-worked l l(X)A1 at 661 m/s and

(b) 5% cold-worked ordered iron-aluminide alloy at 464 m/s.
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- associated with the impact distorts this regular arrangement, causing the rows to bend over in

the impact direction, Using the extent of this distortion as a measure of the plastic strain

. imparted to the target, lt can be seen that most of the deformation is restricted to the later stages

of the impact, when the ball has penetrated well into the material; regions near the entrance to

the crater show very little deformation, lt is only as the impacting particle slows down that

significant deformation can spread into surrounding material, and a major portion of the

deformation occurs in the final stages of the impact, In other words, the deformation due to a

single-particle impact is both spatially and temporally nonuniform, Figures 12(b) and (c) show

MPM hardness profiles along Sects, 1-1 and 2-2 indicated in Fig, 12(b), The hardness along

Sect, 2-2 drops more sharply and over a shorter distance than the hardness along Sect, 1-1,

The anaount of deformation and work-hardened material is greater along Sect, 1-1, in keeping

with the visual observations described above. Note also that there is little evidence of a near-

surface hardness dropoff due to the high-velocity impact along Sect, 2-2, A constant or lower

wdue of hardness is more apparent near the crater bottom 'along Sect, 1-1, again due to the fact

that more of the impact energy was released directly in front of the impacting ball during the

final stages of impact, Close inspection also reveals that the work-hardened depths measured

• using the MPM agree well with visual estimates of deformation using the distorted precipitate

arrays,

4. RESPONSE OF METALLIC ALLOYS TO MULTIPLE-
PARTICLE IMPACTS

Studies of solid-particle erosion of metals and alloys have been carried out for a number of

yea_'s, both on mechanistic interpretations of the process, as well as the influence of material

properties on erosion resistance. It is now well established that ductile materials initially go

through an "incubation" period where there is little or no mass loss (or even a mass gain due to

particle embedment) followed by a steadily increasing rate of material loss.49 Ultimately, a

steady-state erosion rate is established where the rate of mass loss achieves a constant value

with respect to the amount of erodent impacting the surface.

" Several other characteristics related to material-removal mechanisms are also well known,

For ductile materials, erosion rates are maximum at grazing angles of incidence and decrease

- toward normal incidence, Models of erosion incorporate material loss due to micro-machining

action of the erodent particles or removal of plate-like debris formed by straining the materi',d

beyond the fracture limit, These mechanisms are strongly influenced by erodent size and
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shape, Details of these aspects can 6e found in several review articles/volumes,50, 51 As

discussed earlier, material properties that have been correlated to erosion behavior with varying

degrees of success include hardness, general mechanical properties, bond energies, melting

points, and other thermal properties. Reported material responses range from melting or

softening of the surface layers to material failure by brittle fracture in the surface layers.

Eroding surfaces develop characteristic topographies for both normal and glancing

impacts. For nomaal impact, a rough surface consisting of hills and valleys tends to develop

during incubation.14,31,52 For oblique impact, characteristic ripples (which give an appearance

similar to a wavy liquid surface) develop on the surface. 53"57 The ripples are presumed to

strongly influence material loss processes, with material loss from the breaking waves and

material replenishment onto wave crests from the valley bottoms.53,55,56 Final material

removal can be related to the eventual loss of ductility in lips, ridges, platelets, etc.,

constituting the hills, waves, or valleys.

lt is reasonable to expect that the material develops a steady-state substructure due to

deformation associated with the regular impact and that during the initial periods of erosion, the

eroding surface is developing a "naechanical" or "deformation" steady state. Thus, detailed

information on topographical- and subsurface-deformation changes should provide valuable

insights into material removal processes during erosion. Multiple-particle erosion studies were •

undertaken as part of this progn'am with this specific goal. The general approach was to

observe topographical changes as erosion progressed by means of the SEM while using the

MPM to carefully monitor the changes in the subsurface regions concurrent with ripple or hill

and valley formation. The information was then used to examine the nature of the defomaation

mechanisms during erosion.

4.1 INITIAL STUDIES

The initial multiple-particle impact study was motivated by earlier single-particle impact

studies on heat-treated aluminum alloys,46,47 which suggested that soft 1 I(X)A1 may have

better erosion resistance than precipitation-hardened 7075-T6 A1 because of its capacity to

distribute the energy of impacting particles over large volumes. Consequently, samples of the

two alloys were eroded to steady-state conditions at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory using

6(X)-to 7(X)-gm-diam steel shot impacting at 30° incidence, as described above. A rippled-

surface structure developed during erosion. After erosion, samples were sectioned parallel to

the erosion direction, and MPM hardness measurements were made beneath wave crests and

valleys of the rippled structure, providing hardness versus depth profiles from within 5 gm of
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the surface. A work-hardened layer was found in both samples with the hardness decreasing

, monotonically from a maximum value at the surface. The MPM hardness profiles are shown in

Fig. 13 and may be compared with the single-particle impact results in Fig. 2, bearing in mind
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Fig. 13. MPM relative hardness profiles beneath: (a) 7075-T6 Al and
(b) annealed 1100 A1 eroded at 30° incidence. Distance below surface is in I.tm.

that the single-particle impacts were made using smaller (but denser) particles impacting at

slightly lower velocities. The maximum hardness measured was significantly higher than that

" measured in the earlier studies under single-particle impact craters. However, the depth of

hardening was simihtr under a wave valley and under a single-particle impact crater, lt was

• also observed that hardening under wave crests extended to a depth equal to the height of the

wave crest plus the depth of hardening below the v',dley. However, a similar value of

maximum hardness was reached at wave crest and valley surfaces. The increase in hardness

was greater in 1100 A1 compared to 7075-T6. The results, described in detail in refs. 58

and 59, suggested that the ripples were constituted of work-hardened material that had

accumulated by impact-induced plastic deformation. The pattern of deformation made it clear

that the subsurface strain accumulated gradually, even as material movement in the surface

layers developed into the observed ripple structure during the incubation period of erosion.

There is little information available concerning changes that occur during this period, and the

next study was specifically undertaken to address this issue.

• 4.2 EROSION OF 1100 Al AT 30 ° INCIDENCE

- Samples of annealed 1100 Al were eroded in the gas-jet tester at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, using 600- to 700-gm-diam spherical steel shot impacting at a velocity of 45 m/s

and an angle of 30° to the specimen surface. The samples were subjected to either 5, 10, 20,
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40, 80, 120, or 500 g of erodent, which covered the range of the incubation period. After

erosion, each specimen was examined in an SEM, then taper sectioned, polished, and

examined using an MPM as described earlier. Figure 14 shows a typical taper-sectioned

sample made from one of the eroded specimens. Details of the hill-and-valley structure of the

surface ripples are more clearly seen with the added magnification due to the taper.

•YP7773

Fig. 14. Typical taper-sectioned specimen
(eroded 1100 Al) used for making MPM
measurements.

A typical erosion-mass loss curve for 1100 A1 exposed to conditions similar to those in

this study is shown in Fig. 15. The incubation period typically extends to just beyond 100 g of

erodent, after which the erosion rate achieves a constant value (steady state).

A comparison of the ripple structures was made by tracing surface contours from

micrographs of the tapered sections. This is shown in Fig. 16. The 5-g sample shows small

surface undulations associated with initial impacts indicating plastic flow from exit edges of

craters. The start of a regular tipple structure can be seen by the 20-g dose, at a stage where
L

material loss is insignificant. The appearance of the wavy structure early in the incubation

period and the shapes of the hills and valleys seen in the contours agree well with literature

observations. 53-57 Lips of material apparently on the verge of being removed can be seen on

the sides of the peaks facing away from the impact direction. The ripple structure is well
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developed within the incubation period (less than 120-g erodent dose), although peak heights

and spacings are larger during steady state. Exact crest heights are difficult to estimate because

small differences in the taper angles magnify errors in the vertical direction.

The dotted vertical lines in Fig. 16 represent areas where indentation arrays were made

using the MPM. Figures 17 through 21 are plots of average hardness (three to five

indentations) versus distance below the surface for various crest-and-valley pairs indicated in

Fig. 16. For ease of comparist, ii, the depths have been referenced to a common surface,

arbitrarily taken as the tip of the highest crest, thus correcting for the different heights and

depths of the features. For example, with reference to the 5-g sample in Fig. 16, the top of the

crest containing the dotted line was taken as the reference surface. The surface of the adjoining

valley lies about 50 btm below this peak. Consequeptly, the hardness versus depth data from

the valley is plotted starting from a distance of 50 )am below the common reference, as seen in

Fig. 17. Significant hardening can be seen even at this low dose: the surface layers are about

twice as hard as the underlying annealed material. Material near the surface of the valley area

appears to have hardened to a lesser extent themthe crest. Although the thickness of the

hardened layer is less under the valley, both the hardness profiles merge into a common profile

at a depth of about 100 gin.

At higher doses, the extent of peak hardening increased over the 5-g sample, but the other ,,

trends were similar, as seen in Figs. 18 and 19 for the 20- and 40-g samples, respectively. By

a dose of 120 g (Fig. 20), there was little or no further increase in peak hardness. Figure 21

shows the hardness profiles for the 5(X)-gsteady-state sample. The only difference is the

greater overall depth of hardening because of higher crests. Hardness below the valleys drops

off to bulk levels at approximately the same distance tor both the 120- and 5(X)-gsamples.

There is some indication that the surface layers at the valleys may not achieve as high a

hardness as the tops of the crests. Figures 17 through 21 show that the maximum hardnesses

measured under valleys were 10 to 25% lower than the peak hardnesses under corresponding

crests. Although some of this may be atu'ibuted to the lack of near-surface measurements for

many valleys, as may be judged by the local surface indicators in the hardness profile,

extrapolation of the hardness profiles to the surface still leaves the local surface at valleys

consistently softer than at crests. However, the difference is not as great as that measured by

Carter et al.53 who reported surface microhardness values on valleys to be about half that on

wave crests; the greater sensitivity of the MPM likely provides more accurate results. In some

cases, however, surfaces of crests and valleys showed similar hardnesses. This is seen in

Fig. 21 for the 5(X)-gdose and was also observed in other measurements not reported here.

This may indicate that the hardness distribution does continue to change during later incubation
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and early steady-state erosion, leading to an equihardness skin on crests and valleys, or that a

certain amount of heterogeneity always exists in the hardness of the surface layers on valleys.

Data from the hardness profiles are summarized in Fig. 22, which includes data from the

., 80-g sample. The maximum hardnesses measured and the depth of hardening under the

deepest valleys are shown as a function of erodent dose, indicating how deformation

accumulates during erosion. Both parameters appear to saturate around a 40-g erodent dose ,
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Fig. 22. Graph summarizing
information from the hardness profiles in
Figs. 16 through 21 as a function of
erodent dose.

(partway through the incubation period). Maximum hardness is around 2.5 to 3 times the

hardness of annealed maten'al, and the maximum work-hardened layer under valleys extends to

around 150 p.m.

The saturation behavior observed in Fig. 22 is not surprising if one considers that the

deepest plastic deformation would occur with initial impacts on annealed material. As the

material work hardens, subsequent impacts plastically deform a smaller volume. In the earlier

study of single impacts using 343-t.tm-diam WC spheres, 46,47the extent of hardening

decreased from 100 I.tm on annealed 1100 A1 to 30 I.tmon 50% CW 1100 Al. Thus, for

" multiple-particle impacts, the depth of hardening should quickly reach a steady-state value,

while near-surface layers continue to harden to higher levels. The fact that peak hardnesses

and maximum hardening depths occur at similar erodent doses may be purely coincidental.

The earlier multiple-particle impact study on aluminum alloys 58showed that the peak hardness

under single impacts was significantly less than under multiple impacts, indicating that several
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impacts are needed to reach peak hardnesses. This was seen in this detailed study, with a
* 1

steady increase in peak hardnesses going from the 5- to the 40-g samples. Obvious,y, several
i

overlapping impacts are necessary to achieve maximum strain hardening in 1100 Al,

The hardness profiles also showed that the hardness under a valley decreases much more
o

rapidly than under a crest. The rapid decrease of hardness in the valleys is independent of their

relative depths from the original surface, the hardened depth being essentially independent of

dose (Fig. 22). On the other hand, the extent of hardening under a crest increases with the

height of the crest. Figure 23 shows a relative hardness contour map for the sample eroded

with 120 g of steel shot, drawn from hardness profiles and hardness traverses along the

surface and other locations on crests and valleys. The crest-valley pair shown is the one

marked "a°'in Figs. 16 and 20, Multiple impacts cause a skin of high hardness to develop in

the surface regions, and, underneath, the hardness decreases to that of the annealed material.

Slightly higher hardness levels were measured in a narrow region directly facing the impinging

particles. The entire crest is hardened to levels found only in the top 10 to 20 _m of the

valleys. Upon subsequent impacts, the material under wave crests tends to deform less

because of higher flow stresses over larger volumes. This supports the view that wave crests

are formed by ridges on impact craters or by material pushed up from the valleys53-56 since this

YPS016
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would leave the wave valleys as the most recently denuded area, and, thus, an area with the

. steepest hardness profiles, Material being pushed out would be highly strain hardened, as

observed for wave crests. In addition, the hardness contours in Fig. 23 show that overall

. hardening seems to be greater on the side of the crest facing the erodent, These differences in

local deformation would cause a ripple structure to persist, once formed,

The fact that maximum hardness levels are reached during incubation when erosion rates

are still increasing indicates that the material continues to strain with no further hardening,

Under high-strain-rate conditions, a saturation flow stress is achieved while the material

continues to accommodate further deformation, due to dynami c recovery processes. 60 Higher

strains may therefore develop on the wave crests and on the fracturing lips seen on the leeward

side of the wave crests. This material eventually fails as the fracture strain is exceeded.

Material removal may also occur in the valleys as material is being pushed up, due to breaking

up of ridges from overlapping craters or similar mechanisms.

Figure 24 shows an example of MPM indentations made across a lip of material apparently

on the verge of removal, with a crack running almost ali the way through it. The hardness

values were similar to those measured at other locations at similar distances from the surface

and showed no additional hardening or softening associated with the crack. This indicates that

crack propagation and material fracture occur at the maximum flow stress, perhaps on reaching

a critical fracture strain. This is also supported by the fact that maximum hardness (and thus

the flow stress) levels are reached early in the erosion process,

Details of the above study may be found in several publications, 61-63 The absence of any

indication of softening directly contr_icts previously reported results for similar materials and

erosion conditions. 16 The apparent lack of observable thermal effects may have been due to

erosion conditions, which are not sufficiently severe. One way to increase severity is to

increase particle velocities. Another is to increase the angle of impact so that particles impinge

perpendicularly on the surface, transferring more of their energy to the target. As described

earlier in this report, thermal effects were more severe for single-particle impacts at

90° incidence compared to 30° incidence.

4.3 EROSION OF 1100 AI AT 90 ° INCIDENCE

During multiple-particle erosion, both wave crests (formed at oblique incidence) and hills

(formed at 90° incidence) can be related to processes of subsurface material deformation.

Following the study on ripple formation at 30° incidence, the near-surface plastic flow in

1100 A1 eroded at 90° incidence was also examined. Samples were eroded in the rotating-arm
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apparatus at the University of Notre Dame at a velocity of 45 m/s using spherical-steel shot

. 297 to 420 ktm in diam. The particle size was somewhat smaller than that in the earlier erosion

studies at 30° incidence but was closer in size to the particles used in the single-impact studies,

. As in the earlier study, samples were eroded to various doses between 10 and 480 g, examined

in an SEM, and taper sectioned for MPM measurements. Since both particle size range and the

test equipment used were different from the earlier study, some samples were also eroded at

30° incidence and analyzed. The results were similar to those in the earlier study using larger

particles.

Figure 25 shows the results from specimen-mass loss measurements made at various

stages of erosion. Data are shown from samples eroded at both 30 and 90° incidence.

Whereas the specimens eroded at 30° achieved a steady-mass loss rate as in the earlier study,

erosion at 90" incidence resulted in a continuously increasing mass. This mass gain was due

to severe embedment of erodent-particle fragments, as described below.
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Fig. 25. Mass loss or gain of annealed 1100 Al
eroded at 30 and 90" incidence in a University of
Notre Dame rotating-arm erosion tester.

. Figures 26(a) through (c) show the surfaces of samples eroded at 90 ° incidence through

doses of 11,100, and 480 g. A hill-and-valley structure is clearly developed at the 480,g dose

but cannot be identified at the 11- or 100-g doses. At the 480-g dose, surface lleight variations

are much larger, and many of the craters have an elliptical shape from being smeared out due to

locally oblique impacts. This may be more clearly seen in the higher magnification micrograph
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Fig. 26. Micrographs of 1100 A1 surfaces eroded
at 90 ° incidence by: (a) 11 g, (b) 100 g, (c) and
(d) 480 g of 297- to 420-gm-diam steel shot at 45 m/s.
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in Fig, 26(d), Lips of material fbrmed at the lower edges of such craters, A few examples of

craters more circular in shape, indicating close to normal incidence locally, can also be seen,

There is evidence that material loss occurred from the specimens even though mass change

measurements showed a steady mass gain in the sample, Figure 26 shows that for the low

11-g dose, such material removal may occur after a relatively short duration due to the overlap

of successive impacts; lips of material that could be broken off by later impacts are observed to

a larger extent in the higher dose specimens,

The impact geometry changes at higher doses. Initial impacts on the flat surface occur at

90° incidence, pushing up material evenly around a crater of circular symmetry, However, as

a hill-and-valley structure develops, the local impact geometry may differ significantly from

90° . Such impacts (for example on hillsides) will tend to push material forward and create

more prominent lips, as indicated in Fig, 26(d). Due to the localization of deformation in one

direction, such lips will be closer to fracture than lips of circular symmetry formed by

90° impacts. The dominant mode of material removal would, therefore, move from crater

overlap to lip formation and fracture as erosion progresses,

Figure 27(a) is a tapered section of the 11-g specimen showing little surface relief and

non-overlapping impacts, as se ;n in Fig. 26. Particle embedment is difficult to identify at this

low dose. However, the Fe X-ray map in Fig. 27(b) indicates a slightly greater concentration

of Fe in the near-surface layers, which must be associated with the impacting steel shot. This

suggests that even with essentially single impacts, there is some fragmentation and deposition

of the erodent particles on the surface.

Figure 28 shows a tapered section of the 100-g specimen. There is significantly greater

surface relief, and a partially developed hill-and-valley structure is identifiable. The Fe X-ray

map shows that pockets of embedded erodent material are concentrated in some of the valleys,

with smaller amounts distributed over the rest of the specimen surface,

Figure 29 shows a tapered section of the specimen subjected to a dose of 480 g. Unlike

observations at lower doses, pockets of erodent fragments can be seen under the hills at

relatively large distances from the eroded surface. This implies that bulk material moved over

hardened material and embedded fragments during erosion, pushing them far below the

surface. However, similar observations were not made when the sample was sectioned at

90 ° to the eroded surface, as shown in Fig. 30. Contrary to Fig. 29, there is no particle

embedment directly below hilltops or at distances greater than about I(X)I.tmfrom the surface.

Embedment is concentrated in the valley region, and the shape of the embedded fragment

pockets suggests material is being pushed out from the valleys into the hills, Instances where

bulk material has apparently flowed over particles embedded on hillsides can be seen on either
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Fig. 27. 3:1 tapered section and corresponding
Fe X-ray map of 1100 AI specimen eroded with 11 g of
297- to 420-_tm-diam steel shot at 45 m/s, 90° incidence.
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Fig. 28. 3:1 tapered section and corresponding
Fe X-ray map of 1100 A1 specimen eroded with
l(X) g of 297- to 420-tam-diam steel shot at 45 m/s,
90° incidence.
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Fig. 29. 3:1 tapered section of 1100 A1 specimen
eroded with 480 g of 207- to 420-gm-diam steel shot
at 45 m/s, 90° incidence.

Y218099

Fig. 30. Perpendicular cross section of sample
subjected to an erodent dose of 480 g, 297- to 420-
gm-diam steel shot, 45 m/s, 90° incidence.
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side of the central valley. The discrepancy between the observations on the tapered and

- perpendicular sections of the 480-g specimen is apparently due to the fact that the shallow taper

plane is inclined at an angle of about 20° to the plane of the eroded surface and hence cuts

• across neighboring hills and valleys (see later discussion with respect to Fig. 35). Each point

on the taper plane, lying beneath some feature on the original surface, corresponds to some

distance from that surface feature in a vertical direction. However, if one traces a straight line

on the taper plane, then one point on the line may lie directly beneath a hill, whereas another

point some distance away may lie underneath a valley. The area of embedded fragments

directly beneath the hill in Fig. 29 could, therefore, be the surface of a neighboring valley

exposed by the taper-sectioning process. The distance of the pocket of embedded fragments

from the top of the hill is similar to the distance between a hilltop and valley on the surface of

the specimen as estimated from Fig. 26(d). In light of this, MPM measurements are reported

from the 90° cross-sectioned specimen rather than from the taper-sectioned specimen. This

also illustrates potential problems with taper-secttioning techniques while interpreting data, as

discussed below.

In Fig. 30, arrays of fine precipitates can be seen in the 1100 Al. These arrays are

distorted near the valley surface, spreading out toward the hills on either side, thus supporting

. the idea that material from the valley is pushed to the sides and up into the hilts. The distorted

lines of precipitates can be used to trace the flow of the material under impact. Figure 31

shows tracings from micrographs of two areas of the cross-sectioned 480-g sample. The flow

lines show material movement from valleys into the hills. Impacts in the valleys appear to

squeeze out material to either side. In the very-near-surface layers, and especially in the hills,

the material flow is almust exclusively parallel to the surface.

One may expect less damage and thus less material loss from hilltops compared to areas

near valleys where there is a higher fraction of oblique impacts, as pointed out in Fig. 26. The

presence of voids among the embedded f'.'agments could also lead to losses of larger amounts

of material from the valleys where the voids are concentrated. More material loss could,

therefore, be expected from the lower portion of hillsides and valley floors, causing the hill-

and-valley structure to develop further. At some point, however, material removal from the

two regions will be balanced as valley regions become more inaccessible to impacting shot and

as the material in near-surface regions is fully work hardened and stripped away more

efficiently. This would correspond to steady-state erosion with a constant spacing and

. amplitude of hills and valleys.

Figure 32 shows the MPM results for the 11-g taper-sectioned specimen obtained from

under a small peak, similar to the several seen in Fig. 27, which may correspond to material
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Fig. 32. MPM relative hardness
profile on tapered section of sample
subjected to an erodent dose of ! 1 g.

pushed up by one or two impacts. As can be seen, the near-surface layers are work hardened

by the impacts, but the hardening is restricted to the near-surface layers (about the top 50 gm).

• A maximum relative hardness of 1.5 is seen very close to the surface.

MPM data from the lO0-g taper-sectioned specimen are shown in Figs. 33(a) and (b),

• obtained from under neighboring hill and valley locations. In both cases, the hardness

decreases continuously from a maximum at the surface. The extent of hardening at this dose is

significantly greater than that for the 11-g specimen. The maximum hardness and the thickness

of the hardened layer, which may be estimated by the distance over which the hardness

decreases to the bulk value, is slightly greater under the hill than under the valley.

Figure 34 shows hardness profiles from the perpendicularly sectioned 480-g sample,

made directly beneath the central valley and the hill on the left-hand side of Fig. 30 (the

indentation arrays are faintly visible in the micrograph). The profiles show a monotonic

decrease in hardness from the surface as seen for the other specimens. However, the

maximum hardness appears to be less than that achieved on the l(X)-g specimen. Although

there was a significant increase in the extent of hardening as the erodent dose increased from

. 11 to I(X)g, there is little, if any, further increase at the 480-g dose. The extent of hardening

under the hill appears to be somewhat less than under the valley. Note that hardness data are

not available as close to the surface in the valley as they are under the hill, due to severe particleq,,

embedment in the near-surface regions of the valleys (Figs. 30 and 31).
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As briefly described above, taper-sectioning techniques may reveal features different from

• conventional cross-sectioning techniques. The lesser hardening in the 480-g specimen

compared to the 1(X)-g specimen may, therefore, be more due to sample preparation than an

• actual physical effect. MPM data from the 480-g specimen are from a perpendicularly cross-

sectioned specimen, whereas data from the 11- and 100-g specimens are from taper-sectioned

specimens. As shown schematically in Fig. 35, indentations made near the edge of taper-

sectioned specimens have more lateral support and are therefore likely to measure higher

hardnesses. MPM arrays made on the taper-sectioned 480-g specimen gave higher hardness

values than those measured on the perpendicularly sectioned specimen, 'although, as discussed

above (Fig. 29), clear interpretation of the data was difficult due to interference between the

taper-sectioning technique and the hill-and-valley topography. The maximum relative hardness

values measured on the perpendicularly sectioned specimen were similar to those measured on

perpendicularly sectioned 1l(X)A1eroded at 30° incidence in the initial multi-particle erosion

study in this program (Fig. 13). The apparent differences in peak hardness between Figs. 33

and 34 are not.considered to be a real effect.

The convolution of MPM data on the taper-sectioned 480-g specimen was due to the fact

that the taper plane cut across several neighboring hills and valleys so that an indentation array

•. several hundred microns beneath a hill or valley on the section may, in effect, traverse several

hills and valleys. Although similar effects may be expected for the 11- and 100-g specimens,
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they are not expected to be as significant since neither particle embedment nor the hill-and-

valley topography is well developed at these doses (Figs. 27 and 28), In the earlier study

examining the erosion of 1100 A1 at 30° incidence, MPM profiles on tapered sections of

specimens eroded at htrge doses where the ripple structure was well developed (Figs. 20 and

21) showed none of the effects described above for specimens eroded at 90° incidence. This

can be explained by considering the differences in the physic_d shape of the surface features,

which develop at 30 and 90° Incidence. In the rippled structure, which develops at oblique

angles of incidence, a particular wave crest or valley extends over the width of the specimen.

Thus, a tapered section made with the taper edge parallel to the erosion direction would be

inclined "alongthe wave crest or wave valley in question. Hardness measurements on this

section could, therefore, be correctly interpreted as being representative of regions directly

below a single crest or valley. As discussed above, this does not hold for surface topographies

developed at 90° incidence since the features have a circuhtr symmetry and extend to small

distances in ali directions. This demonstrates that taper sectioning may be a powerful tool but

has to be used judiciously. Although the technique is ideally suited for flat, uniform surfaces,

careful positioning of the taper plane or interpretation of data can extend its application to

asymmetric surfaces.

The development of the hill-and-valley structure at 90° incidence may occur by means

of a back-extrusion process similar to that described by Brown et al.55and Cousens and

Hutchings. 52 However, there are significant differences in our observations.

Brown et al.55Suggested that back extrusion of material occurred because of a higher density

of impacts in valleys as particles bounced off hillsides onto the valley floor, forcing bulk

material out into the hills. A higher impact density in the valleys is unlikely in the present

work because of the relatively gentle slopes on the hillsides, as has also been pointed out in

other work. 52 In the study by Cousens and Hutchings, 52 embedded material created a

composite surface layer covering both hills and wdleys, and there was a sudden change in

hardness between the disturbed layer and the bulk, which is contrary to the present results.

They visualized a hard and brittle, disturbed layer hammering into the softer bulk causing it to

be pushed back upward, creating the hill-and-wdley structure. No discrete hard layer was

seen in the present case. Therefore, it is easier to explain our results based purely on back

extrusion and plastic deformation considerations of the curnulative effects of individual .,

impacts. As seen in Fig. 27, some particle embedment had occurred by a dose of 11 g,

corresponding to only a few overlapping impacts. The initial hill-and-valley structure may ,,

develop as some local areas undergo more impacts than others, pushing out work-hardened

material around the areas. Initial particle enabedment in these areas would promote further
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embedment due to the tbnnation of voids and fissures, each event tending to push material

, into neighboring nascent hills, Embedment would be less in these work-hardened areas

because of their greater resistance to deformation and penetration by erodent fragments, The

. spacing of the hills and wdleys would be directly related to the range of deformation due to the

initial impacts and, hence, to particle size as has been experimentally observed. 64

4.4 EROSION OF IRON-ALUMINIDE ALLOY FA-129 AT
30 AND 90 ° INCIDENCE

The final set of multiple-particle erosion experin]ents was conducted on the iron-aluminide

alloy FA- 129, the chemistry and heat treatment of which have been described earlier, Samples

were eroded in the Notre Dame rotating-arm tester under the same conditions as used for the

study of 1100 A1 eroded at 90° incidence: steel shot 297 to 420 l.t_nin diameter impacting at a

velocity of 4 m/s, Samples were eroded at angles of 30, 60, and 90° to the surface, As in the

previou.,; studies, samples were examined after being subjected to wtrious amounts of erodent,

An important difference between the studies on 1I(X)A1 and FA-129 is that the aluminide

alloy is considerably harder, approaching the hardness of the impacting steel shot, Therefore,

one may expect significantly different behavior under erosion conditions. Typic_d erodent

" particles are shown in Fig. 36. The particles are roughly spherical in shape, although some are

fragmented or appear to have an oxide scale, which could break off easily, The thick scales

. can be seen more clearly in the sectional view in Fig. 36(b) and often do not cover the entire

particle. Examination of over I(X)sectioned particles showed that less than 15% of the

particles were either completely or partially covered with a scale.

Microhardness measurements on the steel shot gave t,.wide range of results that could be

roughly linked to the microstructure revealed by the etch. According to specifications provided

by the manufacturer, the shot was expected to have a fine-tempered martensite structure, but

the particles examined had structures ranging from untempered martensite to fine pearlite.

Microhardness measurements near the center of 32 sectioned particles, which were whole,

gave an average hardness of 296 HV10 with a standard deviation of 56. The microhardness of

the scale surrounding some of the particles [Fig. 36(b)] was found to average 470 HV 10.

Microhardness measurements were also made directly on the 6(R)-grit, rough-polished

" surfaces of FA-129 subjected to erosion. These gave average hardnesses of 310 HV 10with a '

standard deviation of 23. Considerable hardening of the iron aluminide occurred due to

, erosion, and hardnesses in the range of 4(X)to 45C)HV 10were measured at distances

corresponding to 65 IJ.mbelow the eroded surface,
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Fig. 36, Micrographs of the 297-. to 420-_tm-diam steel
shot used in the erosion experinaents: (a) whole and broken -'
particles and (b) cross-sectional view clearly showing the
scale covering some particles,

ii
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An approximate conversion to the Rockwell C scale65 shows that only particles with

, hardnesses over 4(X)HV 10rneet the original specifications of a minimuni hardness of 40 Rc,

This was found in only 3 of the 32 particles whose hardnesses were measured near their

. centers, In contrast, 23 of the 32 particles had hardnesses below 310 HV10, the average

hardness of tile target surfaces prior to erosion, Since only atxmt 15% of the particles had a

scale, it follows that less than 25% of the particles had a hardness greater than that of the

surface on which they were impacting, and a significantly smaller fraction had a hardness

greater than the work-hardened target (400 to 450 I-IV10). Under these conditions,

defomlation of the impacting particles can no longer be ignored, and erodent degradation and

fracture becomes a distinct possibility, Unfortunately, it was not possible to collect spent

erodent in order to estinaate such processes since only a small fraction of particles accelerated

by the rotating arm strike the sample. For example, approximately 43 kg of erodent had to be

fed to achieve a specimen dose of 480 g, lt was impossible to separate the small amount of

spent particles from the much larger quantity of unused particles with which they mixed after

impact.

Figure 37 shows the results from specimen mass measurements made at various stages of

erosion. A threshold/incubation period with mass gain is seen for ali three angles of incidence

. and is most pronounced for 90° erosion. Toward tile end of the incubation period, the mass

loss rate increased slowly and finally achieved a constant value (steady state) for the

. 30 and 60° incidence tests. Approximate curves have been drawn through the data points to
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provide an indication of the steady-state erosion rate given by the slope of the linear regions.

The scatter in the data at 30° incidence is due to the fact tllat they were obtained from three

samples eroded to vltrious extents, .The steady-state erosion rate at 30° incidence varies from

0,013 to 0,017 mg/g depending on which set of data is considered, The steady-state erosion

rate is 0,013 mg/g for samples eroded at (_)° incidence, To a first approximation, similar

steady-state erosion rates were observed for both 30 and 60° incidence, la'orthe 90° tests, the

total dose was insufficient to conclusively estimate a steady-state erosion rate,

Only the results from samples eroded at 30 and 90° incidence are presented and discussed

in detail, since little extra intbmaation was provided by samples eroded at 60 ° incidence. In

general, because of a larger component of incident pm'title velocity being perpendicular to the

target surface, samples eroded at 60° incidence were closer in appearance to those eroded wt

90 ° incidence.

Micrographs of eroded surfaces at 30° incidence for erodent doses of 11 and 320 g are

shown iraFig. 38. Figure 39 shows the appearance of the surfaces after erosion at

90 ° incidence at erodent doses of 11 and 480 g. Individual impact craters can be seen for the

11-g specimens at both angles of incidence. After 11 g at 30° incidence, the craters are

slightly elongated in the direction ot"impact, and small lips of material can be seen on the exit

edges of the critters. Under 90° impacts, the craters are more uniformly circular with few

raised lips identifiable.

Especiallyat tile larger doses in Figs. 38 and 39, a significant number of impact sites with

sharp gouges and jagged edges can be seen at both impact angles. For 30° incidence, a large

number of roughly elliptical craters with small protruding lips can also be identified

[Fig. 38(b)]. The irregular features were probably formed from tile impact of the more

angular, broken particles seen ira Fig. 36. In addition, whole spherical particles covered with

the thick scales, its seen in Fig. 36, may have disintegrated on irnpact creating irregular-shaped

debris, some of which may have I_x,',enre-impacted on tile surface by succeeding particles.

Figure 40 shows high-magnification details of damage on the 11-g dose sample at

30° incidence. Figure 40(a) shows an almost detached lip of material next to an impact critter

on the 11-g dose specimen. The critter dimensions are unusually small in the impact direction,

indicating that ii may have been formed by an irreguhu'ly shapext or ricocheting particle or piece

of debris. There appear to have been at least two overlapping impacts at this location, Impact

craters clearly t'om'_edby rounded particles are shown in Fig. 4()(b). Both craters have thin lips

of extruded material in the impact direction, There are also networks of smaller lips/extrusions

within the craters themselves. Figure 4()(c) also shows two overlapping craters. However, in
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Fig. 38. Appearance e,f eroded surfaces of iron-
',duminide alloy FA-129 at 30° incidence after erodent

. doses of: (a) 11 g and (b) 320 g.
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Fig, 39, Appearance of eroded surl"_lcesof iron-
aluminide alloy FA- 129 at _)o incidence after erodent
doses of: (a) 11 g and (b)480 g,
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" Fig, 40. Individual impact craters seen on iron-aluminide
alloy FA-129 sample eroded by 11 g of erodent at 30° incidence.
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Fig. 40. (continued)
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this case, there is little evidence of lip formation or material extrusion. The pattern within the

craters is also fundamentally different than that seen in Fig. 40(b) and appears to be basically

an impression made by the impinging particles. Note that preexisting polishing grooves on the

• sample surface may be followed through the craters in Fig. 40(c). In Fig. 40(b), the grooves

are obliterated by the greater deformation within the craters. Closer examination of lower

magnification micrographs, such as in Fig. 38, shows that most of the craters covering the

surface were of the types shown in Figs. 40(b) and (c). Figure 40(d) is an example of a crater

and chip apparently formed by the impact of an angular particle next to a site of a spherical-

particle impact. The latter shows the fine extrusions also seen in Fig. 40(b). lt is clear that the

potential material loss on subsequent impacts by breaking off the chip would be greater than

material loss by local failures of the small extruded lips. The craters of both the impact sites

producing chips [Figs. 40(a) and (d)] are relatively smooth, containing a set of parallel grooves

aligned in the impact direction.

Figure 41 shows two areas from the 320-g specimen eroded at 30° incidence.

Figure 41 (a) shows several instances of elliptical impact craters with thin protruding lips/flakes

on the exit sides. These features are indicative of the damage caused by the oblique impact of

spherical particles. Note, however, that the individual impact craters are shallow and poorly

, defined. In-crater patterns, as seen in Fig. 40, are not as obvious but may still be located, for

example, in the crater in the lower fight quadrant of Fig. 41(a). Extruded lips can also be seen

in Fig. 41(b), but there are also a large number of features formed by less well defined impact

geometries, lt was more common to find areas, as in Fig. 41 (b), with a combination of

impacts made by both rounded and irregular particles.

Figure 42(a) shows an impact crater in the 11-g sample eroded at 90 ° incidence. The crater

appears relatively shallow, judging by the small amount of distortion of preexisting polishing

grooves on which the impact has occurred. The clarity of the polishing grooves and absence of

lips on the crater edge show that there was little material movement in the crater on impact. As

in the case for 30° impacts, the crater itself contains a damage pattern. For 90° impacts, this

pattern may be most accurately described as consisting of small dents, gouges, and possible

spalls. In areas near the center of the specimen, the impact sites were more closely clustered

together, and individual impact locations could not be determined. In these areas, damage from

. angular particles was more evident, as seen in Fig. 42(b).

At higher doses, it was difficult to locate a damage site that could be attributed to the

impact of a rounded particle. Figures 43(a) and (b) show two areas from the 480% specimen

eroded at 90 °. In both cases, the gouges and tears make the surface look as if it had been

eroded using angular abrasives. A few extruded flakes, 10 to 20 lam in size, can be seen in the
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Fig. 41. Details of surfaces of iron-aluminide alloy
FA-129 eroded by 320 g of steel shot at 30° incidence -
showing extruded platelets formed by the impact of
rounded particles and ploughing and gouging due to
impact of angular particles.
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- Fig. 42. Details of surfaces of iron-aluminide
alloy FA-129 eroded by 11 g of steel shot at
90° incidence: (a) single-impact crater showing little
plastic deformation within or around the crater and
(b) area near center of specimen where individual
impacts cannot be identified.
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Fig. 43. Details of surfaces of iron-aluminide alloy .,
FA-129 eroded by 480 g of steel shot at 90° incidence
showing few extruded platelets and damage mainly by
the impact of angular particles.
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upper portion of both micrographs and may have been created by the impacting spherical

" particles. However, a clear impact crater cannot be identified.

In most past studies of erosion by solid-particle impingement, the impacting particles have

, been considerably harder than the target material, and it is accepted that erosion efficiencies are

relatively unaffected as long as the impacting particles are "much harder" than the target

material. 66 Although it is known that erosion rates do not decrease suddenly to zero as the

relative hardness of the erodent particles decreases, there is little detailed information on

erosion by particles ot' hardness less than or comparable to that of the t,'u'getmaterial.

Head et al.67 measured positive erosion rates on type 302 stainless steel by calcium

fluorite particles, which were only 60% as hard as the steel. A surprising result of their study

was that these erosion rates were twice as high as those obtained using similarly sized

aluminum-oxide particles, which were 800% harder than the steel and significantly more

angular than the calcium fluorite (which should increase their erosion efficiency). The authors

offered no explanation for this anomalous effect. There were no reports on the appearance of

the eroded surfaces, and it is possible that significant embedment of the aluminum-oxide

abrasive may have occurred on impact, thereby skewing the mass-loss measurements.

Zhu and Mao studied the erosion of several engineering alloys by a wide variety of

- abrasives that were both harder and softer than the target materials. 24 The target materials most

comparable to that used in the present study were several steels in the hardness range of 206 to

. 923 HV, and they were eroded by particles having hardnesses between 90 to 2500 HV. A

positive, though relatively low, erosion rate was measured for impacting particles that were

significantly softer than the steel being eroded. Micromachining was the predominant material

removal mechanism for the relatively hard particles, whereas a slower platelet extrusion and

removal process dominated for relatively soft erodents. However, micromachining was also

observed for relatively soft particles, which were unusually angular or friable. Heat treatment

of the steels had little effect on their erosion resistance when impacted by harder particles. In

the case of soft abrasives, erosion resistance of the steels increased as their hardness was

increased by heat treatment. The authors postulated that efficient energy mmsfer to the target

by relatively harder particles caused large temperature rises that eliminated heat-treatment

effects. In contrast, relatively softer particles transferred much lower amounts of energy to the

- target causing a small temperature rise, which was not enough to cancel the themaal treatment
effects.

The erosion nlechanisms observed in the present study _.tresimilar to those described by

Zhu and Mao for the action of soft abrasives. 24 Both rnicromachining and platelet extrusion

processes were identified in Figs. 38 through 43. Studie_;of relatively soft, single-metal

i
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spheres impacting harder metal substrates have shown that defomlation occurs in both the

impacting pm'ticle and target material,68, 69 and the craters seen in Fig. 40(c) for 30° incident

angle and Fig. 42(a) for 90° incident angle may correspond to such impacts. The craters appear

relatively shallow, and there is no evidence of material extrusion or other deformation markings

around the crater, The damage pattern seen inside the craters may be impressions of features

on the rough surface of the steel shot seen in Fig, 36.

Significant material removal directly due to impacts of spherical shot would be associated

only with balls having a hardness higher than that of the work-hardened, near-surface layers.

The craters with exmided platelets seen in Fig. 40(b) may be due to such impacts. Unlike the

case just described, considerable deformation can be seen around these craters. This can be

particularly clearly seen by following the polishing grooves on the surface adjacent to the crater

on the left. All the features within the crater also show signs of being extruded along the

impact direction. These may again be due to the individual action of macroscopic

discontinuities and nodular features seen on the steel shot. The upper crater in the micrograph

in Fig. 40(d) is a particularly striking example, showing fine extrusions associated with over a

dozen such "asperities" acting as individual particles in concert. It may 'also be noted that most

of the features seen on the steel shot are rounded in shape. Correspondingly, little or no

micromachining can be seen within the impact craters made by the shot.

For erosion at a 90° incidence angle, there was no evidence of lips or deformation around

the individual impact craters [Fig. 42(a)], implying that the plastic zone associated with each

impact does not reach the surface. Unlike oblique impacts, there is no component to the impact

velocity t,mgential to the target surface, and all the impact energy must go into elastic and

plastic deformation of the particle and/or the target, Because of the similar hm'dnesses of the

two components, it is reasonable to assume that a significant portion of the impact energy goes

into defomling the shot. A small amount of material removal may be associated with the

gouges/spalls seen within the craters, as in Fig. 42(a). However, even at the 11-g dose,

portions of the specimen were covered with gouges and features more indicative of damage by

irregularly shaped particles [Fig. 42(b)]. Platelet foreration and removal plays a smaller role

for erosion at 90° incidence compared to 30° incidence.

The relative lack of platelet formation at _)o incidence may be contributed to the long

threshold/incubation period seen in Fig. 37. At least initially, this mechanism would cause "

more material removal at oblique angles of incidence, and the shallower the angle the greater

the amount of material removal. However, the contribution of particle embedment may also be

significant at all three incidence angles. Even though no direct evidence of this is available,

there can be no other explanation for the initial rnass gains seen in ali samples. A significant
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number of angular, broken particles were present in the initial erodent mix, and tile possibility

" of scale fracture has also been discussed, as have examples of deep and narrow gouges on

target surfaces, which are characteristic of impacts by angular particles, It is reasonable to

, assume that fragments of particles stayed embedded in several cases. Instances of this would

increase as the normal component of the incident velocity increased, leading to the observed

differences in the lengths of the threshold periods for the three angles of incidence. Attempts to

locate fragments of embedded erodent particles by EDXA were unsuccessful, mainly due to the

difficulty in identifying them as such, since [x_thtile erodent and alloy have iron as the major

chemical constituent,

The above observations led to the issue of erosion mechanisms and the observed angular

dependance of the steady-state erosion rates. Most metallic alloys are expected to show

"ductile" erosion behavior with erosion rates at a maximum around a 30° incidence angle as

opposed to nominally "brittle" materials, which have highest erosion rates at 90_'incidence. 1

However, erosion studies on steels (which are close in hardness and ductility to the present

iron-aluminide alloy) show mixed results. Depending on the erodent, heat treatments, and test

conditions, maximum erosion rates have been observed at values of the incident impact angle

coveting tile range from 30 to 90° (refs. 22,23,70-72), For example, Gulden 22 found that

steels responded in a "ductile or brittle" manner depending on heat treatment and erodent

particle size. Cousens and Hatchings 72 found that changing the erodent particle shape from

angular to rounded caused the erosion response of a mild steel to go from "ductile to brittle."

Peterson et al.23 found that increasing impingement velocities could cause a shift in the erosion

mode toward "brittle" behavior. Results can be further complicated by the use of relatively soft

erodent particles. Head et al.67 reported a typical "ductile" response for the erosion of a steel

by softer calcium-fluorite particles. However, Zhu and Mao 24observed a transition in the

angular response as the hardness of the erodent was decreased below that of various steels that

served as target materials. They observed "ductile" behavior as long as the er(xtent was harder

than the substrate. When softer erodents were used, the maxinaum in erosion shifted toward

90°.

In the present study, the steady-state erosion rates were roughly similar at 30 and 60°, and

steady-state erosion was not demonstratively reached at 90° incidence. However, the steep

" upturn in tile final portion of the mass-loss curve in Fig. 37 may indicate that a sinailar steady-

state erosion rate may exist. In any case, the erosion rates at 60 and 90 ° incidence belie their

• extended incubation periods. Material loss occurs from platelet extrusion and failure, as well

as from the cutting action of angular particles or broken scale fragments. The more efficient

cutting action is dominant at higher incidence angles. Tlm amount of fragmentation and thus
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the amount of cutting damage by fying fragments of incident particles also increases at high-

incidence angles. This serves to keep material removal rates high, compensating for the lack of

a platelet-fomaing mechanism. Finally, the effects of material removal by particle fragments are

stronger at later stages of erosion, as the initially flat surface develops a relatively rougher

topography, providing a better target for the flying fragments. However, most of the

impacting particles are rounded, and the overall number of cutting events may be low. Fracture

may be more frequent at higher incidence angles, but angular particles may cause

proportionately more damage on hitting the surface obliquely. As seen in Fig. 40, impacts of

angular particles at 30° are more liable to produce debris in the form of a chip or ploughed-up

material than an impact at 90°, which creates a deep gouge in the target (Fig. 43). The

combination and fi'equency of these events may serve to provide an overall balance in the

erosion rates at the three incident angles.

The aluminide alloy evaluated in the present study was from a family of like alloys that

may possess room-temperature tensile ductilities of 15 to 20%, achieved through compositional

and timmlal treatment control. 34 However, some iron aluminides have been known to have as

little as no measurable room-temperature ductility, 34and mechanical properties have been

predominantly studied under tensile loading (though one would expect enhanced ductility in

compressive or shear modes of loading). In this study, low ductility is indicated by the limited

extent to which material was extruded into lips on irnpact, typically _tsa small fraction of the

impact crater length, as seen in Figs. 40(b) and 41(a). Figure 40(a) shows that a loss of

ductility leading to the lip breaking off may occur during the early stages of impact.

Reduced ductility, combinexJ with the high strength of the alloy relative to the impacting

shot, natty also be responsible for the fact that the eroded surfaces of the iron-aluminide alloys

were relatively flat compared to earlier observations on 11(X)A1eroded under similar

conditions. Figures 38 through 43 show no evidence of the development of a ripple-structure

hill or valley topography as erosion progressed. This was especially striking in 3:1 tapered-

section samples, which showed very little surface relief, especially for 30° incidence, indicating

that little material movement had occurred over distances corresponding to impacting particle or

damage site dimensions. Figure 44(a) shows a micrograph of a tapered section of the

specimen eroded at 30° incidence by an erodent dose of 320 g. Figure 44(b) is a tapered

section of an annealed 1I(X)Al sample eroded under identical conditions in the Notre Dame

erosion tester, The characteristic wavy-surfime structure is extremely well developed on tlm

soft and ductile alunainum alloy but was not observed on the iron aluminide. A rougher

topography developed on the iron-aluminide alloy for _)o incidence, as may be expected from

the direct hanamering action of impinging panicles. However, large-scale defomaation or
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Fig. 44. Micrographs of 3:1 tapered sections of
. samples of: (a) iron-aluminide alloy FA-129 and

(b) 1100 Al eroded by 320 g of steel shot at
30° incidence.
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plastic flow was still not evident. As discussed earlier, the formation of surfi_ce ripples

apparently involves material movement ft'ore wave valleys into wave crests and typically

involves distances of the order of particle dimensions. The high ductility of the 11(X)A1

makes this easily possible, but such ripples have also been observed on less ductile materials

like steels, superalloys, and even ceramics,57 implying added ductility was induced by the

erosion conditions. Thus, it must be concluded that, under the conditions imposed by the

erosion test, large amounts of ductility were neither inherent nor induced in the iron-aluminide

alloy.
' I su surface hardening iVickers mlcrohard less measurements on the target samples showed ' b ' -

to levels exceeding the hardness of the hardest balls. Thus, the damage contribution from

relatively soft, rounded particles should decrease dramatically, as evidenced by the increase in

the proportion of cutting and gouging action at higher doses. Nevertheless, as mentioned

before and seen in Figs. 38 and 41, the impacts of rounded particles and associated material

extrusion and platelet formation continue to be identifiable at high erodent doses at

30° incidence, at least to the same extent as instances of damage by angular particles. This

suggests that near-surface regions were not as resistant to deformation as the comparison of the

Vickers microhardness values suggested. A clearer assessment of the work hardening due to

the impacts was obtained by MPM hardness profiles on taper-sectioned eroded samples,

similar to the previous studies on 11(X)Al. Unlike eroded 1100 Al, however, profiles cannot

be reported under specific surface features (crests, hills, or valleys) because of the relatively

flat surface on the iron aluminides. Figure 45 shows MPM relative hardness profiles from "

iron-aluminide samples eroded at 30° incidence at doses of 11, I(X), and 320 g. Figure 46

shows profiles from samples eroded at 90° at doses of 11, I(X), and 480 g. At both angles of

incidence, significant work hardening occurred due to impact. The series of profiles from

specimens; exposed to steadily increasing doses of erodent show that the thickness of the

hardened layer beneath the surface increased with erodent dose (as strain built up beneath the

eroded surface) and was greater tinder 90" impact conditions than for erosion at 30° (since a

greater fraction of the incident energy is transferred to the target at 90° incidence). The peak

value of relative hardness is similar' (approximately 1.6) at both angles, indicating that the flow

stress due to work hardening tends to increase and then saturate.

The most interesting feature of the MPM profiles is that the hardness drops off in near-

stlrface regions. This is more evident at higher doses and occurs more extensively at

90° incidence. At low doses, the near-surface hardness dropoff is barely perceptible at

30° incidence but is more apparent at 9(1° incidence. However, as erodent dose increases, the

thickness of the affected layer also increases, and the occt_rrence of near-st_rface softening is
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more apparent tit both angles of incidence, In Figs, 45(c) and 46(c), although the depth of

" softening is greater at 9(1° incklence, the netw-surface hardness drops off about 20% at truth

incidence angles, However, the extent of the hardness dropoff was not the sarne tit ali

. locations, Figure 47 shows MPM profiles from different locations on the same specimens as

in Figs, 45(c) and 46(c), The near-surfllce hardness drops off almost to the bulk value in both

cases, There were no visible differences between the locations, and grain-to-grain h_u'dness

differences can be discounted since the hardness dropoff extends over several grains, Note,

however, that the peak hardness wdues and the thickness of the affected layers in Fig, 47 are

the same as in Figs, 45(c) and 46(c),
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The nero'-surface hardness dropoff observed in the iron-aluminide alloy is in clear contrast

to the previously described observations on erode, t 11O0 Al, in which case the hardness

decreased monotonically from a naaximum value at the surface. The tendency for greater

softening in the iron-aluminide alloy compared to 11(X)A1 was also seen in the single-particle

impact studies, The dropoff in near-surface hardness explains the significant deformation

observable due to impacts by spherical particles at high erodent doses, since the Vickers

" microhardness measurements had indicated that tlm aluminide work hardened to levels greater

than the hardest particles. As suggested in the single-particle impact studies, tlm softening

. behavior could be due to thermal eft'cots, which are strongly influenced by the significantly

different mechanical properties of the two alloys.
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If, indeed, the hardness dropoff in FA-129 is thermally activated, the effect of a

temperature rise of several hundred degrees Celsius on erosion should be considered in light

of the alloy's unique elevated-temperature properties. The erosion resistance of iron

aluminides and similm orderezl intermetallic alloys is largely unknown, since these alloys were

not developed with erosion resistance as a goal. Wright and Mikkola 73observed that ordered

Cu3Au had superi,)_'.room-temperature cavitation erosion resistance compared to disordered

Cu3Au. Marquardt et al.74 studied ordered alloys based on the (Fe, Co, Ni)3V system and

found their room-temperature erosion behavior to be similar to type 316 stainless steel. More

recently, Johnson et al.75 studied the room-temperature cavitation erosion and abrasion

resistance of nickel and iron aluminides and found them to be superior to many commercial

erosion- and abrasion-resistant alloys. They attributed the good abrasion resistance of iron

' alt_minides to a temperature increase during testing and their related, excellent elevated-

temperature strength, which dominated during the abrasion process. However, such an

argument needs to be analyzed carefully. Iron-aluminide alloys show a peak in yield stress

around 600°C, which may be higher than the room-temperature value. 34 However,

examination of the flow curves shows that little work hardening occurs on further deformation

at these temperature, 34 so that even after moderate strains, the flow stress at elevated

temperatures may actually be lower thaa at corresponding strains at lower temperatures.

Near-surface regions are highly strained after abrasion or erosion (as was visually seen in

Figs. 30 and 31 for eroded 11(X)Al), and it may not be appropriate to characterize this state

using the elevated-temperature yield behavior of the "alloywithout considering the rest of the

flow curve. On the other hand, it may well be that even with lack of work hardening (or even

work softening) at elevated temperatures, iron-aluminide alloys retain their strength advantage

over other erosion- or abrasion-resistant alloys, thus providing greater wear resistance.

The near-surface softening effects observed in this study may not be thermally activated.

MPM measurements were made after erosion at room temperature, and the lower hardness

numbers indicate a lower resistance to indenter penetration, implying that the deformation in the

near-surface layers was relieved prior to the measurements. This may well have been caused

by them_al annealing of dislocation arrangements. However, possibilities of a disordered

surface layer (giving a dislocation arrangement less resi stm,,, _odefonnation) and near-surface

residual stresses (which may act with or against indenter penetration) must also be considered.

These issues are discussed in the next section in context of the overall results of the single- and

mu/tiple-impact studies.

The overall erosion resistance of alloy FA-129 is difficult to gauge from this study. As
menticmett e.qrlier _:evornl _qmnlo,,,: nf nnne.nl.,rt l l(gl A 1 wore nl,_n orru'lort ,alnn_ with tho
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aluminides. Even though significant particle embednaent occurred in the softer aluminunl alloy
,li

(see Fig. 11), the erosion rate at 30° incidence wc:sr0ur times that measured on the iron

aluminide. In Zhu and Mao's study, 24 tile erosk!_ rates for various steels eroded at 65 m/s

" ranged from 0.04 to 0.5 mg/g Ibr abrasive/steel hardness ratios varying from around

0.3 to 1.2. These erosion rates are significantly higher than those encountered in the present

study. There may be several reasons for this, including the higher velocities in Zhu and Mao's

work, the pronounced angularity of their particles, and the fact that the two test systems are

quite different. Another study on a white, cast iron yielded erosion rates of around 0.02 mg/g

using rounded quartz abrasive and around 0.065 mg/g using crushed (angular) quartz abrasive

at both 30 and 90° incidence. 76 The particle size range and velocity were comparable to the

present study. The quartz was significantly softer than the 9.5% by volume of hard carbides

present irl the cast iron but harder than the remaining matrix of the white iron. These results

indicate that the erosion resistance of iron ",duminides may be comparable to, if not better than,

that of matefiNs they may replace. In the present study, none of the eroded aluminides

displayed cracks or delaminations suggesting catastrophic failure of the material. Thus, the

material had enough ductility to accommodate some amount of plastic strain. However, the

limited extent of extrusion of lips and flakes suggests that erosion resistance would be

" improved if ductility could be further enhanced without sacrificing strength. Nevertheless, this

study suggests that iron aluminides may find successful applications in situations requiring
- erosion resistance.

5. SURFACE AND NEAR-SURFACE EFFECTS DUE
TO PARTICLE IMPACTS

The results presented in the previous sections summarized several studies, and each of

these studies were analyzed independently. In the following sections, several aspects of

material deformation and removal are discussed while an attempt is made to relate the results of

the various experimental studies conducted during the course of the program. The discussion

revolves around changes in _he near-surface layers of the target, since this is the rnaterial most

influenced by the impacts and closest to removal if erosion had continued.

5.1 DEVELOFMENT OF SURFACE T()P()(;RAPHY
,s

In the multi-particle erosion studies, surfaces of 1 I(X)Al developed distinctive ripples or
ILIUUIIk..U k)'l LIIK. kvi 'k_P_kJk,., LIK,4K._._ _,.,,_,t,"} tzz_

[._I_[)_311UIII_ UII tll_ tlll_l_ Lit 11IllllS i.tliO Villltays, z,t Fm , r,l_vJ
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surfaces of the iron-aluminide alloy remained relatively flat at ',diimpingement angles. As

discussed earlier, the development of the surface topography has been the subject of

considerable research, but there is no satisfactory model of how the ripples or hill-and-valley

topography develop in the first place.

Stringer and Wright57 have recently suggested that the hill-and-valley morphology

developed at 90° incidence is a special case of the tipple patterns that develops at oblique

incidence. They concluded that the observed surface topographies represented an intrinsic

equilibrium state of the surface under conditions of erosion and that all surfaces would develop

such features unless prevented by factors such as insufficient energy input or a high resistance

to flow in the material. The instability inherent in maintaining a planar eroding surface was

considered similar to that existing in the common boundary between two immiscible fluids

when there is a net momentum acting parallel to the boundary.

The fact that ripples and hills and valleys developed on 1I(X)A1 samples tested in the

Notre Dame rotating--arm machine makes it difficult to validate such an argument. Unlike

typical gas-jet erosion Systems, a rotating-arm-type tester does not use pressurized gas to

accelerate the p',micles, and the entire arm assembly and samples are contained in an evacuated
, ,' t

chamber. Thus, there is no continuous stream of high-pressure gas impinging on the surface

along with the erodent. In addition, since the erodent is shot out tangentially from the opposite

ends of a whirling arm, particles hit the sample intermittently. For the conditions used in the

present study, it was estimated that approximately 10-2 s elapses before the arm rotates 180° to

deliver the next pulse of particles. Combining this with the time of test, the estimated erodent

dose, the estimated size of the contact zone per impact, and the exposed specimen area, it was

estimated that only 0.3% of the specimen area was covered by impacting particles per second.

This translates to an average of several minutes before overlapping impacts may be expected in

the same location. Hutchings77 has estimated particle-sample contact times of around 10 "6 s

for 500-btm-diam particles. Therefore, for the experimental conditions used in our study, an

area of the sample experiences large periods of rest between impacts relative to the contact time,

and the dynamic conditions existing during one set of impacts do not persist until the next set

of impacts. Therefore, a tluid mechanics approact_, treating the stream of erodent particles

impinging on a sample as a continuum, probably is not valid. The rotating-arm system cannot

be treated as a special case either, since 11(X)AI samples, which were eroded in the tester at

30° incidence, developed surface ripples very similar to those on samples eroded using a

conventional gas-jet machine at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. This suggests that the

observed topography develops purely, from the interaction between individual particle impacts

and deformation characteristics of the material.
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Stringer and Wright57 also point out that since wave crests and valleys represent an

" equilibrium structure, there should be no correlation between erodent p',micle size and

wavelengths of the ripple structure developed at oblique incidence. This argument should also

- be valid for the hill-and-valley topography seen for 90° incidence. However, Brown et al.64

have tabulated literature observations until 1983 and shown that a good correlation exists

between pm'ticle sizes and observed spacings of hills and valleys developed at 90° incidence.

Addition of data from later studies (including the present) shows some deviations, but a general

increase in hill spacing with particle size is still observed. The correlation is fairly good

considering that the data included several target materials, as well as erodents of different

shapes impinging at various velocities. In addition, correlation between ripple wavelengths

and particle sizes53 or impact crater sizes54 has been reported for erosion under oblique

incidence.

Comparison of results from several studies of Brown et al.55,64,78conducted under

90° incidence conditions indicates that target material properties may have an effect on the

topography developed. For 70-btm SiO2 spheres impinging at 122 m/s, hilltop spacings of

135 btm were observed on A1 (ref. 64) compared to 70 to 100 p.m for Cu and Fe (ref. 78).

For 21()-btm SiO2 spheres at 122 m/s, the spacings were 434 btm for A1 (ref. 64) and 200 to

" 300 btm for Fe (ref. 55). The softer, more deformable material seemed to develop a more

prominent topography. In our study on erosion of the iron-aluminide alloy, eroded surfaces

. were relatively featureless at all incidence angles, and a hill-and-valley topography or a ripple

structure did not develop as on the 1100 A1 samples. Carter et al.53 reported ripples forrr ing

on obliquely eroded lead, aluminum, copper, and mild steel but not on tungsten. These results

suggest, as discussed earlier, that strength and ductility effects play an important role in

developing the topography on eroded surfaces, and the characteristics of that structure may

depend primarily on the mechanical properties and defom_ation characteristics of the target

materi_d.

Our observations on material movement and hardening observed under single- and

multiple-particle impacts at 30 and 90 ° incidence support views of the development of ripple or

hills and valleys based on plastic deformation considerations, wherein the topography develops

from interactions based on particle size and material defomaation characteristics. These models

" describe the initial development of the structure either due to preferential material removal from

initially depressed regions (crater bottoms)S4 or preferential movement of material from

• depressed regions into extruded ridges,53 the final ripple structure developing as the growing

ridges interlock. However, there is no consideration of the development of hill-and-valley

structures under 90° incidence, and, in fact, the model of Carter et al.53 specifically predicts no
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development of a suucture at 90 ° incidence since it incorporates a component of forward- •

direx;ted material flow. "file basic idea of differentitd plastic defomlation may be used to predict

both the formation of ripple and hill-and-valley structures. Incipient crests or hills may foma in

specific areas due to local instabilities such as higher-than-average number oi"local impacts. As

discussed in the previous sections, incipient crests will fonn under oblique impacts as harden_

material is pushed forward by the impacting particles, and incipient hills form for _)o impacts

due to back-extrusion processes associated with a locally high concentration of impacts, as well

as preferential erosion from areas in which panicle embedment initially occurs. These elevated

areas will persist, once formed, due to relative hardness effects, namely that succeeding

impacts will deform these hardened areas less than neighboring areas, leading to further relative

growth. The rest of the topography will then develop as the elevated areas mechanically

interlock. The size of these features would depend on the spatial range of plastic defommtion

associated with an individual impact - i.e., proportional to the impacting t)article size, as

described above. The spacing of the features should also increase with velocity, since the

extent of deformation may be expected to increase. However, there are little data in the

literature to confirm this.

The development of ripples or hills and valleys may be expected to influence material

removal processes. From one point of view, a larger surface area and wider range of impact

angles would be presented to the erodent particles, and, hence, these features should be w

associated with accelerated erosion rates.57 However, a reverse argument may also be

presented suggesting that development of the surface features increases erosion resistance. The

MPM hardness profiles at various doses showed that material deformation and movement

involved during the development of these features acco|nmodated the energy from impinging

particles, thus helping delay material loss. Therefore, within the same family of alloys, the

alloy that develops a rippled surface would show the longest incubation periods. In addition,

since a large part of the energy from each impact is used to push material into the substrate

leading to the observed pattern of material movement from low-lying to elevated regions,

steady-state erosion rates would also be lower. The increased amounts of surface exposure

may not necessarily Ix: associated with more material removal, since in many cases, and

especially at glancing incidence, elevated regions may actually shield neighboring areas ft'ore

impact. Therefore, the existence of ripples does not signify high erosion rates, per se. Rather,

alloys that exhibit such features prominently would typically be those with low-flow stresses

and, thus, low erosion resistance compared to high-strength alloys.
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5.2 EFFECT ()F INCIDENCE ANGLE ON NEAR-SURFACE tlARDENING

, .,_ Table 2 sumrnarizes the results of MPM measurements beneath single-particle impact

, ', .) ,,i/,i.raters,including data not presented earlier in this report. Table 3 is a similar- summary' of

"' "/'results from multiple-particle erosion tests. MPM measurements beneath single-particle impact

craters illustrate that the extent of hardening is greater under 90° impacts than under 30° impacts

(Figs. 2 and 6 and Table 2), since a larger fraction of the incident energy is directed into the

target material. However, since erosion rates were higher at 30° incidence, especially for

1100 Al, larger volumes of defomaed material do not directly equate to faster material removal

under subsequent impacts. Rather, it is the state of stress in the deformed material that appears

to control its final removal. The experimental results support the view that final material failure

_curs as material in the near-surface layers is strained beyond its fracture limit by a

combination of tensile and shear Components of the impact forces. Material directly under a

single 90 ° impact is in compression, whereas material in front of a single 30° impact is

subjected to a large component of shear and, thus, would be closer to tensile failure.

Examination of high-velocity 30° impacts (Fig. 12) shows that more energy is dissipated by

work-hardening material in front of the impacting ball along the p',micle's initial trajectory than

- in hardening material directly below the impact crater in a direction perpendicular to the origin_

surface. For 90 ° impacts, there are no direct shear forces pushing weakened material up to the

, surface where it can be removed. These effects would be magnified under cumulative impacts

where there would be a potential for heavily deformed or softened material to be moved parallel

to the surface or even up to the surface due to overlapping strain fields of neighboring impacts.

However, for impacts at oblique incidence, there is a strong component of shear parallel to the

target surface, which leads to lip and chip fomlation. Since most of the defommtion occurs in

front of the impacting particle, the material being pushed up ahead of the particle in the form of

a lip would be most heavily strained.

The fundamentally different strair_l'ield_.;_mdersingle-particle impacts at 30 and
/

90 ° incidence provide an indication oi: lhe different topographies that develop on the surfaces

under multiple-particle impact conditions. The MPM profiles on multi-particle-eroded l l(X) Al

showed several similarities between samples eroded at 3() and _)o incidence. In both Cases,

," there was a rnonotonic decrease in hardness from a maxil-nun-Ivalue at the eroded surface. The

data from specimens sl.ibjected to low erc_lent doses showed that the hardness increased slowly

. and that the maxinaum value developed over many impacts. Pans of the specimens achieved

the maximum hmdness, even though the characteristic surface structures had not completely

developed. However, the MPM profiles also showed a major difference between 1 I(X)Al
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Table 2. Summm'y of MPM data from single-particle impact Studies
¢

Near- Maximum
Impact Hardening surface relative ,

Sample angle Velocity depth softening hardness
Target material number (o ) (m/s) (gm) depth (gin) (bulk - 1)

606 l-T6 A1 __a 30 28.5 70 -- 1.2

tI I 7075-T6 A1 __a 30 28.5 40 -- 1.15

l,i// Ann. 11t30A1 __a 30 28.5 100 -- 1.1
I/

',; " 1lA/) 30 280 300 50 1,6

" 1lA a 30 280 200 -- 1.5
,,I I

" 20Ab 30 740 360 50 1.5

" 20Aa 30 740 100 c 1.4

" 18A 90 58 280 45d 1.5

" 5A 90 894 500 150 1.5

1100 Al, 50% cold __a 30 28.5 115 -- 1.3

work

" 23Ab 30 625 I(X) -- 1,2 •

" 23Aa 30 625 50 -- 1.15

" 28A 90 59 225 c 1.7 ,
Ordered FA- 129 18Fa 30 45 120 -- 1.6

" 7Fb 30 470 425 20e 1.6

" 17F 90 59 240 -- 1.65

" 1F 90 357 4(X) 125 1.6

" 4F 90 794 6(X) 175 1.7

FA-129, 5% cold 30F 90 58 2(X) 75 1.65

' work

Eroded-corroded 650-10 90 50 17(,) 50 1.75

2.25Cr 1Mo steel
f

aMPM profile along direction of impact, See Fig. 12.
bMPM profile vertically beneath impact crater. See Fig. 12.
CNear-surface trends difficult ;.o estimate because of scatter in d;i_,ta.
dNo softening but constant near-surface hardness to depth of 45 lain. ,,
eSoftening measured only in one row of indentations closest to surface.
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specimens eroded at ?,0 and 90° incidence. Under conditions of oblique incidence, more

" nmterial was hardene(', under a hill than under a valley, with excess hardening under wave

crests over a distance roughly equal to tile height of the crests (Figs. 17 through 21). lt was

, visu_dized that this was due to material being pushed forward into the wave crests from the

wave valleys. As seen in the single-impact studies, more deformation occurs in front of the

obliquely impacting particle than beneath it. Therefore, a large component of the impacting

force parallel to the surface pushes work-hardened material ahead, eventually forming wave

crests. This mechanism necessitates that the crests be comprised fully of work-hardened

material, as observed.

For samples eroded at 90° incidence, the amount of hardening under hills and valleys was

roughly equal (Figs. 33 and 34 and Table 3), and the distances over which the hardness falls

off to the bulk value match well with the visually observed distortion (Fig. 31). Hardening

under hills extends to depths greater than the height of the hills but not to the extent, as under

oblique impacts, where wave crests were hardened over distances equal to the height of the

crest plus the hardening depth beneath a valley. The latter was due to the material movement

from valleys to crests, Transfer of material from valley regions to hills also occurs at

90 ° incidence, as seen in Fig. 3l. However, unlike at oblique incidence, the deformation

contours indicate that this occurs over a skin of uniform thickness covering the hills and

valleys. Under a 90 ° impact, significant stress in a radial direction parallel to the target surface

. is confined to a relatively shallow depth beneath the impact crater. This is seen in Fig. 31,

where the near-surface deformation contours are roughly parallel to the local surface. The

component of the force leading to back extrusion of material from valleys into the hills is

evidently too small to deform or move material directly under the hills. As observed for single

90° impacts, work h_u'dening will mainly occur directly under the impacting pm'title.

Therefore, the hardening depth will be similar at any impact location and will correspond to the

distance over which a single impact may harden the material. As Tables 2 and 3 show, the

hardening depth is about 250 gm for 11(X)Al eroded by 480 g of 297- to 420-gm-diam steel

shot at 90°, 45 na/s, and 280 gna for a single impact of a 343-1am-diam WC ball at 90°, 58 m/s.

The single-impact depth has to be corrected downward to allow for the higher density of the

WC ball and the slightly higher velocity.

.. It must be noted that all the 11(X)A1 samples eroded at 90° were still in the

threshold/incubation period of erosion. It may well be that the hill-and-valley structure would

. grow further as steady-state erosion was approached and that the hardness distributions may

change as a result, t lowever, it was observed during the stucly of l I(X)Al eroded at

30° incidence that the steady-state hardness distribution was reached well within the incubation
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period (Fig, 22), and it would be reasonable to expect similar saturation behavior for

90° incidence.

The distinctly different hardness distributions beneath wave crests formed lit 30° incidence

and hills formext at 90° incidence on 1lr)() Al led to tile question of possible effects on erosion

mechanisms. Although no erosion debris was directly examined, the tnicrographs of eroded

surfaces presented in this relxm indicate that debris flakes are typically several microns

(extruded flakes) to tens of microns (lips on wave crests) thick and, therefore, tnucli thinner

than the sha_llowestwork-hardened layer measured in eroded specimens at either angle of

incidence (Table 3). Hardened regions at relatively large depths would therefore not be

expected to Ix:directly involved in the material remowd process. These regions will affect

deformation by later impacts, but the range of influence will be restricted to the deformation

depth associated with a single-particle impact, Therefore, it is doubtful if the excess hardened

material beneath wave crests formed at 30° incidence has a direct bearing on the erosion

process, since it is essentially a sink for material pushed ahead from the valleys, The shape of

the wave crests may, of course, influence the erosion process as discussed in the previous
section.

As sumna_wizedin Table 3, there were indi.cations that ne_u'-surface areas under valleys in

1100 A1 were somewhat softer than under elevated regions, at both 30 and 90° incidence. This

observation was not consistent at 30.° incidence, and the results at 90 ° incidence may have been

influenced by the presence of embedded erodent t'r tgments and associated voids and fissures.

The lower hardness in the observed cases may be clue to preferential material

movement/removal from valley regions during the incubation period as the ripple structure or

hill-and-valley structure develops. A single impact may move a significant amount of work-

hm'dened material, as evidenced in the single-par!Me impact studies on 50% cold-worked

11(X)A1 [Fig. 4(a)]. As seen in Figs. 17 through 22 and Table 3, the hardness differential

exists until the steady state (alt]iough, as naentioned earlier, similar hardnesses were

occasionally measured in crest and valley near-surface regions in the lower close specimens).

The latter cases may be examples where the hardness built up over several impacts and may

reflect a condition just prior to material movement/removal. The nmxinmm hardnesses

measured in the steady-state sample are somewhat lower, which may reflect recent, uniform

tnaterial removal ft'ore bolh the cr.zst-and-valley surt'aces. Note, also, that equal hardnesses

were measured on steady-state crest-and-valley surfaces in the initial multiple-particle erosion

study on 1I(X)Al (Fig, 13 and Table 3), The results at _)o iqcidence, ii"accurate, indicate a

tendency to form a layer of constant hardness in ne,tr-surface valley regions ('l'able 3), This

may reflect the greater energy transfer into the target at _.X)° incidence.
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" In the case of the iron-aluminide alloy FA-129, the eroded surface remained relatively flat,

so that the depth of hardening was relatively unifoma across a specimen. Since there is little

, material movement during erosion, the hardening depths are a direct flmction of the amount of

defonnation energy input into the material, consistent with observations from single-particle

impacts, As seen in Figs, 45, 46, and Table 3, the thickness of the work-hardened layer and

the near-surface softening depth are consistently higher for erosion at 90° incidence, For the

iron-aluminide alloy, the depth of hardening at a l(X)-g dose is about l(R) Frmat 30° incidence

compared to 160 bun at 90° incidence, For 11t30AI, MPM data summarized in Table 3 show

that the depth of hardening beneath valleys at 300 incidence is about 150 t.tm compared to

200 btm observed for 90° incidence. The increase in the depth of hardening at 90° incidence is
,,

less in 11(X)A1 compared to the iron-aluminide alloy. Some of this may be due to the fact that

larger particles were used for the tests on 11(X)A1 at 30° incidence ('Fable 3), leading to

correspondingly deeper hardening. Another reason may be that a lwger fraction of the impact

energy is directed toward development of the undulating surface topographies in the softer,

more deformable 1 l(R)A1 (as seen in the single-particle impact studies, Fig. 12), In other

words, the angular dependence of impact associated with hardening is less pronounced in

, materials with a greater tendency to deform and flow under the impact conditions, This

illustrates an indirect effect of a material's strength and ductility, discussed more completely in

. the next section.

In a recent paper, Sundm'ajan79 presented data for hardness beneath cross-sectioned

eroded surfaces measured using a Vickers indenter. In agreement with the above results, he

observed greater hardening depths (which he termed plastic-zone size) at 90° incidence

compared to 30° incidence. However, the data show an apparently random variation in the

surface hardness of samples eroded at different angles. This may indicate erroneous data

since, during steady-state erosion, the flow stress at the eroding surface should be independent

of the incidence angle, as demonstrated in the results described in this report. In addition,

Sundarajan79 attempts to relate the plastic-zone size to erosion resistance. However, as again

demonstrated in this report, the plastic-zone size is a strong function of the measurenaent

location, especially for 30° impacts where the hardening depth under crests can be more than

- double that under valleys. These discrepancies dernonstrate the significant advantage gained

with the greater resolution and sensitivity of the MPM when compared to conventional

, hardness measurenaent techniqt_es.
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5.3 EFFECT OF MECItANICAL PROPERTIES ON MATERIAL
DEFORMATION AND REMOVAL

The distinctive differences in the defornlation and fracture response of the 1100 Al and

FA-129 show the importance of mechanical protyerties on material remowfl under impact

conditions, These differences were especially clear in the visual observations made in the

single-particle impact studies, (:raters were sign;i'icantly larger in the softer 1100 A1 with

greater evidence of material defomaation, especially ,'tt30° incidence, l.mw-velocity, single-

particle impact craters showed significantly less material pushed up ahead of the impacting ball

in the harder iron-alun'_inide alloy (Fig, 3), However, the most dramatic differences were

observed at high velocities, where extruded lips formed and fractured in the aluminide alloy

under the action of a single impact (Fig, 10), whereas only severe extrusion and deformation

were observed in the 1100 Al, lt appears from Figs, 9 and 10 that although the stronger iron-

aluminide alloy is deformed to a lesser extent than the i I(X)Al, more material loss occurs in

the aluminide because of its lower ductility. Material loss in the aluminide may ,also be

enhanced because of its ordered structure, which would tend to prevent dislocation cross-slip

and localize deformation so that the fracture strain was reached in areas of the extruding lip,

causing failure. Material removal may also be accelerated due to possible environmental

embrittlement of the iron-aluminide alloy, thougt_ it is difficult to estimate the relative

importance of such 'al effect,

Even though observations of material fitilure and removal were at unusually high

velocities, it is reasonable to expect that a similar response would be observed .under

cumulative impacts at lower velocities. Relatively early failure of small exmlded lips in

FA-129 during multiple-particle erosion studies was described in earlier sections, illustrating

the relationship between cumulative effects of lower velocity impacts and high-velocity,

single-particle impacts. However, the effects are not additive, as a rough calculation readily

shows. Figure 10(a) indicates that material removal in FA-129 due to a single-particle impact

at 30° incidence occurred at 340 m/s but was not obvious at 280 m/s. A threshold velocity for

material removal may be conserwttively estimated as 2(X)m/s. From the multiple-particle

impact studies at 45 m/s and 30° incidence, overlapping lips with some associated material

removal were observed after a dose of 11 g (Fig, 38), Based on the number of particles ..

corresponding to an 11-g dose and impact-crater dirnensions, it was estimated that between

three and t'our overlapping inapacts may be expected at any one location, Four steel spheres

impacting at 45 m/s contain about 10% of the energy contained iii one similarly sized WC ball

(about twice the density) impacting at 2(X)ragS. Evidently, strain localization effects in
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extruded lips per impact event are significantly stronger than purely cumulative energy effects.

" In this sense, use of high-velocity, slngle-particle impacts and energy balances to estimate

material removal at lower velocities would overestimate the erosion resistance, since removtd

, will occur earlier than predicted,

In spite of the differences in response of 1 100 AI and FA-129 to high-velocity impacts,

higher strength/lower ductility cannot, in general, be consistently related to less deformation

and earlier" failure. Cold working increases strength and reduces ductility, but visual

observations showed little difference in crater appearance between heat-treated and cold-

worked cond',tions of the two alloys (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, and 11), apart from slightly smaller

craters in cold-worked 11(X)A1 compared to annealed 11(X)Al. The lack of difference in the

iron-aluminid_: alloy may be due to the relatively small anaount of cold work. However, the

similarity in the appearance of craters between the annealed 11(X)A1 and 50% cold-worked

1100 A1 is striking since the tensile ductility decreased from 35 to 6% upon cold working. 46

Therefore, one may have expected fractured lips in the case of cold-worked Al, akin to the

observations on the iron aluminide, which had tensile ductilities of 15 to 20% in the heat-

treated ordered state. 34 q'he lack of this observation suggests an enhanced role played by the

iron-aluminide alloy's characteristics in localizing the deformation, as well as possible thermal

, effects as discussed in Sect. 5.6.

During multiple-particle erosion of 11(X)A1 _mdthe iron-aluminide alloy at 90°.incidence,

, most of the edges of the impact craters at low doses appe_lred to be flush with the surface, with

little protrusion of material over the edge IFigs. 26(a) and 39(a)]. This implies that an

incubation period is associated with the process of material removal I:;ylip formation and

fi'acture, due to a buildup of a critical amount of deformation as initial impacts work harden the

surface layers, lt has been experimentally shown that work-hardened surfaces have shorter

incubation times than annealed surfaces.80 Therefore, one may expect extruded lips to appear

closer to fracture for single impacts on cold-worked alloys, Brown et al.55 reported thinner

lips m'ound impact craters on ground Fe compared to those on the annealed material, signifying

that defomaation was more localized in the work-hardened material. Such obserwltions were

not duplicated in our study.

The impact craters were significantly smaller in the iron aluminide compared to 11(X)Al,

- reflecting the dit'ferencc in hardnesses between the two alloys. "Fable4 summarizes profilometer

measurenaents on the N)° impact craters shown in Fig. 5, for which MPM data were also obtained

. (Table 2). Crater volumes are typically five to six times higher for 11(X)Al compared to FA-129.

Crater dimensions for 50% cold-worked 1I(X)A1 are little dift'erent from the dimensions for
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Table 4. Crater dimensions for single-particle impacts at 90 ° incidence

Crater Crater Crater
Sample Velocity depth diam volume

Target material number (m/s) (I.tm) (_m) (105 _m 3) .

Annealed 1100 Al 18A 58 60 230 13.6

1100 Al, 50% cold work 28A 59 56 214 11.0

Ordered FA- 129 10Fa 58 17.5 146 1.5

" 17F 59 -- 160b 1.8c

FA- 129, 5% cold work 30F 58 17.5 162 1.8

Eroded-corroded 2.25Crl Mo 650-10 50 22 160 2.1

steel
i ii

aNo MPM measurements.

bFrom SEM micrograph, Fig. 5. No profilometer measurements.
CBased on crater diameter only.

annealed 1100 AI, indicating that the resistance to dynamic impact is less than would be

indicated by the hardness measurements (Table 1) and agreeing with the visual observations °

described above. Possibly, high dislocation mobility, due to the close-packed structure and

high dynamic recovery of 1100 Al, dJxtributes the deformation evenly throughout the substrate
I,

in spite of prior cold work.

MPM hardness profiles beneath low-velocity, singl6-particle impact craters at

90° incidence (Fig. 6 and Table 2) also provide conflicting data on expected effects of

mechanical properties on deformation. These profiles show that the depth of hardening under

the impacts at velocities between 58 to 59 m/s varies between 200 to 280 _m for both the

1100 A1 and iron-aluminide alloys, in both heat-treated and cold-worked conditions. The

work-hardened depths for the cold-worked conditions of the alloys appear to be on the lower

end of the range, as may be expected. However, the depths can be accurately estimated only

within 20 to 30 _tm, and the differences between the heat-treated and cold-worked conditions

of the alloys are not as great as may be expected, especially for 1100 A1 where a 50% increase

in hardness was associated with the cold work (Table 1). Similar observations were made

under high-velocity conditions. The asymmetry of deformation at 30° incidence described in

detail for a 740 m/s impact on annealed 1100 A1 (Fig. 12) was also observed on a 625 m/s,

30° incidence impact on 50% cold-worked 11(X)AI. The reduced ductility of the cold-worked

alloy did not change the pattern of deformation. As before, the major portion of the strain and
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associated softening effects were concentrated in regions directly in front of the ball toward the

" end of the impact. Table 3 shows that the hardening depth in the cold-worked alloy was less

than in annealed 1100 A1 along the impact direction but was the same in the vertical direction

• perpendicular to the original surface. As was suggested by high-velocity impact crater features

on cold-worked 1100 A1 (Fig. 11), there was no indication of further localization of strain due

to the reduced ductility.

As described in Sect. 3.1, the initial study of single impacts on 1100 A1 and precipitation-

hardened aluminum alloys had shown that not only did crater sizes decrease significantly with

increasing alloy hardness but also that the depth of deformation decreased with increasing alloy

hardness (Fig. 2), including hardening by cold work. As Table 2 shows, the depth of

hardening for 28.5 m/s, 30° impacts decreased from 100 to 50 ktm between annealed 1100 A1

and 50% cold-worked 1100 Al. This is significantly different from the results described above

and cannot be readily explained. There may be an effect due to the fact that MPM profiles were

made vertically beneath the craters, whereas, as shown in Fig. 12, the bulk of the deformation

occurs in front of the impacting ball for oblique impacts. The results also suggest that the

extent of subsurface plastic deformation may more truly reflect an alloy's ro 9m-temperature

strength and hardness at lower velocities where any thermal effects will be min,imal, whereas at

• higher velocities, thermal effects may play an increasingly dominant role. This is discussed

further below and in Sect. 5.6.

Another surprising result from Table 2 is that the difference in the deformation depthso

between 1100 A1 and FA- 129 for 90° impacts at 58 to 59 m/s does not reflect the great

,difference in hardnesses (Table 1). Unfortunately, time constraints did not allow detailed

metallographic and MPM analyses of a cross-sectioned, high-velocity 30° impact angle crater

on the iron-aluminide alloy, but limited MPM measurements produced profiles similar to those

shown in Fig. 12 for annealed 1100 Al. In fact, as Table 2 shows, the hardening depth along

the impact direction for a 4'70 m/s 30° impact on the iron-aluminide alloy was greater than the

depths in the 740 m/s impact on annealed 1100 A1 or the 625 m/s impact on cold-worked

1100 Al. Similarly, for high-velocity 90° single impacts, the deformation depth in the iron-

aluminide alloy appears to be greater than in annealed 1100 AI, although the velocity is more

than 10% lower (Fig. 7 and Table 2).

• The similarity in hardening behavior can also be seen in the multiple-particle erosion tests,

although hardening depths are more difficult to compare because of the distinctly different

. surface topographies developed in the two alloys. Samples (11(X)AI) were generally hardened

to greater depths than FA- 129 samples, but the difference was much less than xcould be

expected purely from hardness consideratior_s. From Table 3, for example, for erosion at
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90° incidence at similar velocities and particle sizes, the hardening depth beneath hills or

valleys in 110(, A1 is only about 20% greater than the depth in FA- 129 at the highest dose of

480 g.

Sundarajan79 measured the hardness beneath the eroded surfaces of several copper alloys

and found that the hardening depth decreased with increasing alloy hardness for 30° incidence

but was independent of hardness at 90o incidence. As discussed in the previous section, some

accuracy may have been lost because of the lower resolution of a Vickers indenter compared to

an MPM. Nevertheless, there are considerable similarities in the trends in his results and the

observations described above.

lt is also interesting to consider the results from single impacts on surfaces of eroded-

corroded steels described earlier (Fig. 8). The steels had a Vickers hardness in the range of

130 to 140 HV, thus falling in between the hardnesses for 1100 A1 and the iron-aluminide

alloy. The steels were impacted with 34-t.tm WC balls at 90° and velocities around 50 rn/s.

The surface scales formed during erosion-corrosion may be expected to influence the response

to the impacts. However, the scale had spalled prior to the single-particle impacts in one of the

specimens (sample 650-10 in Fig. 8), and the results of impacts on this specimen may be

compared with the results from 1lr)() A1 and the iron-aluminide alloy. For sample 650-10, the

deformation depth estimated from the MPM profile in Fig. 12 is 170 lam, corresponding to a

typical crater 160-t.tm wide and 22-btm deep with a volume of 2.1 x 105 btm3. These numbers

may be comp_u'ed with those for 90° impacts at velocities around 60 m/s on 111R)Al and iron

aluminide (Tables 2 and 4). The numbers for the 2.25CrlMo steel should increase somewhat

if corrected for the 20% higher velocity, making the results very similar to those from the iron-

aluminide alloy. These comparisons show that the crater dimensions rank in the order of

hardness of the three alloys, whereas the hardening depths tend to be higher than expected in

the harder alloys.

The large hardening depths in FA-129 were especially clear at high velocities where, as

described above, they sometimes exceeded hardening depths in 1100 AI at similar velocities.

The possibility of erroneous MPM data has to be considered, especially for measurements on

sectioned, single-particle impact craters. Estimates of hardening distances may be artificially

magnified or lessened if sections were not exactly perpendicular to the crater or if they did not

accurately lie along the impact direction (for oblique impacts). Great care was taken in

specimen preparation to enstire proper mounting and sectioning. However, some of the data

are difficult to explain. As an example from Table 2, 3()° impact samples 11A and 20A of

annealed 1100 AI and 23A of 50% cold-worked 11(X)AI may be compared. The data show

greater h_u'dening vertically beneath the crater in sample 1lA, which was a significantly lower
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velocity impact (280 m/s) than impacts 20A (740 m/s) or 23A (625 m/s). In addition, impact

- 23A shows almost 70% less hardening than 20A along the impact direction but equal hardening

along the vertical direction. These differences are difficult to analyze since it is realistically not

, possible to obtain MPM Profiles fi'om several impacts at a similar velocity, and some of the

discrepancies must be ascribed to measurement errors. The data for sample 23A, for example,

may be questionable since the maximum relative hardness values measured in the profiles are

significantly lower than for other impacts on 1100 A1 (except impacts at the lowest velocities of

28.5 m/s). However, in the case of FA-129, the extent of deformation is consistently higher

than anticipated, outweighing any possible errors in actual values of the hardening depths.

It is generally assumed in the literature that for moderately shallow indentations, the

volume of plastically deformed material is comparable to the volume of the indentation. 32

However, comparison of the impact-crater dimensions (Table 4) with the plastic-deformation

depths as estimated by MPM measurements (Table 2), shows that the deformation depths are

larger than crater depths, by at least an order of magnitude for FA-129 and about four to five

times for 1100 Al. Plastic deformation associated with single-particle impacts is evidently

_: more widespread than what is generally accepted. The results are also surprising because

,:i relative to the impact-crater size, more subsurface deformation occur_ on the harder iron-

• aluminide alloys. Intuitively, one would expect _ higher rebound velocity in a particle
impacting a stronger surface, with less transfer cilZenergy into the target and, consequently, less

,,

• deformation. Impact processes such as in erosio'_-at_ usually analytically modeled using
Hertzian contact mechanics to estimate inelastic contact stresses under static conditions, which

gives reasonable values for impacts at 90° incidence. 81 As described by Johnson,81 the

position of the elastic-plastic boundary under an indentation can be estimated from a model

based on the observed symmetry in the deformation under a blunt indenter. The elastic-plastic

boundary under a spherical indenter can be estimated from the equation:

(E/Y)(_R) = 6(1 - n)(c/a) 3- 4(1 - 2n), (1)

where

E = elastic modulus of substrate,

- Y = yield strength of substrate,

a = radius of circular impression left in substrate,

. R = radius of indenter,

n = Poisson's ratio of substrate, and

c = radial distance from contact point to elastic-plastic boundary.
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The quantity (a/R) is a measure of the strain imposed by the spherical indenter. The elastic

properties of the indenter are ignored, assuming that the indenter is considered to be a

nondeformable body compared to the substrate, as is reasonably the case with the WC spheres

in this study. Note that the quantity "a" itself depends on the elastic-plastic properties of the

substrate and indenter. From this equation, the quantity "c" can be compared for various

observed values of "a" in different materials generated by similar impacts. Using the measured

hardnesses (Table 1) as estimates of the yield strength and observed values of "a" for

90° impacts around 60 m/s (Table 4), it was estimated that the quantity "c" for annealed

1100 A1 should be about 2.5 times that for ordered FA-129. In other words, the theory

predicts that for observed crater dimensions, the plastic zone in 1100 A1 should extend 2.5

times deeper than in FA- 129. This is not the case, implying that the deformation behavior is

influenced by other effects, lt must be noted, however, that Hertzian contact mechanics are

valid only for indentations that are small relative to the size of the indenter. In 1100 AI, for

example, the crater diameter is more than half the diameter of the indenting WC ball. On the

other hand, Hertzian theory has been experimentally verified for indentations as large as

(afR) = 0.3, which was the maximum value of (a/R) used in the experiments.81

Examination of the peak hardness values in the impact-hardened materials presents another

aspect of the different impact responses of 1100 Al and FA- 129. The maximum hardness

values after single and multiple impacts are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. Hardnesses for I

1100 A1 are compared only between perpendicularly sectioned specimens because of the

possibility of higher hardnesses in tapered-section specimens due to more material support near

the edge, as discussed with respect to Fig. 35. This effect is not seen in the iron aluminide

probably because indentations near the free edge of the stronger alloy are better supported than

in the softer 1100 Al. For the iron-aluminide alloy, the maximum relative hardnesses under

both single- and multiple-particle impacts are in the range of 1.6 to 1.7. For 11(X)Al, the

maximum relative hardness under single impacts ranges from 1.4 to 1.6, whereas that under

multiple-particle impacts ranges from 1.6 to 1.75 in the perpendicularly sectioned specimens.

Evidently, the maximum possible hardness is not reached in 1100 Al under the action of a

single impact. Note that this holds even for very-high-velocity impacts. For the impact of a

single spherical ball on a flat surface, the average smtin over the plastically deformed volume

can be approximated by the quantity, 0.1 w/R, where w is the diameter of the crater and R the

radius of the impacting sphere. 65 As the velocity increases, the crater size increases, leading to

higher strains. This should lead to a higher work-hardened stress (as should contributions

from strain-rate hardening as the velocity and, thus, the strain rate increase). However, the
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relationship breaks down as the crater size approaches that of the impacting ball, although it is

" reasonable to expect a steady increase in subsurface strain with increasing velocity.

The distinctly different observations provide an indirect clue to the hardening behavior of

- the two alloys. FA-129 evidently achieves a maximum flow stress under the action of a single,

relatively low-velocity impact. Higher velocities or multiple impacts do not increase the

hardness but result in an increasing amount of near-surface softening, as seen in Tables 2

and 3. The MPM measurements are quasi-static estimates of the flow stress of a deformed

structure developed under conditions of strain and strain-rate existing under the impacting ball

(and any subsequent relaxation). Therefore, the measured constant maximum hardness implies

that a constant deformed structure is reached under the impact conditions. The near-surface

softening implies that this structure is modified so that it is less resistant to quasistatic, room-

temperature deformation, i.e., dislocation mobility has increased. Since this increases with

increasing velocity or with cumulative impacts, both of which build up strain on the surface,

the aluminide presents a softer after-impact microstructure under increasing strain. This may

be due to several factors, as discussed in the next sections. As the impact data show (Tables 2

and 3), the saturated peak hardness moves further into the material as the number or velocity of

impacts increases. This indicates that the alloy cannot be hardened beyond a certain value,

" which is approximately 70% over its yield strength (based on the maximum relative hardness

of 1.7). Once steady-state erosion is reached, the thickness of the "softened" layer should

. remain constant. Unfortunately, specimens subjected to high enough erodent doses were not

available to confirm this. Assuming that this does indeed occur, it appears that the subsurface

structure in FA- 129 continues to develop until ste_y-state erosion is reached.. This may be

compared to the results in 1100 Al, where maximum hardnesses and the ripple structure were

developed during the incubation period, suggesting that few changes occurred at later stages in

the erosion process.

In 1100 Al, the flow stress builds up gradually over several impacts. Increasing the

velocity of single impacts causes a dropoff in near-surface hardness before the maximum flow

stress is achieved. As the tapered-section eroded specimens showed, several impacts were

necessary before the maximum flow stress was achieved (Fig. 22). As shown earlier in this

section, the energy contained in several low-velocity impacts is significantly less than the

' energy contained in a single, high-velocity particle. Therefore, the fact that the maximum flow

stress is not achieved in a single, high-velocity impact is not due to a lack of sufficient plastic

. strain in the material, especially since the volume of plastically deformed material is not much

different than that in the iron-aluminide alloy, which achieved maximum flow stress for similar

impacts. The deformation st_bstructure in 11(X)Al under a single-particle impact may be
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partially relieved by the end of the impact, so that further impacts on this deformed structure are

needed to achieve maximum hardness. The MPM data in Table 2 for 50% cold-worked ..

1100 A1 show that if the questionable data from impact 23A are ignored, the maximum

hardnesses achieved under single impacts are higher than under corresponding impacts in

annealed 1100 Al, especially if one considers that the bulk relative hardness of 1 of the 50%

cold-worked material is higher than the bulk hardness of annealed 1100 Al. (Ali relative

hardnesses have been reported with respect to the bulk material after the appropriate
,,

thermon_echanical treatment. Although the Vickers hardness in Table 1 reflects 50 and 10%

increases in hardness in 1100 A1 and FA-129, respectively, after cold working, the MPM

sensed only 30 and 5% increases, respectively.)

With respect to the possible effect of mechanical properties on erosion, results from

1100 A1 and the iron-aluminide alloy show that erosion resistance may be decreased in alloys

where deformation tends to be localized, since this accelerates material removal. This supports

the suggestion made in the early study on precipitation-hardened aluminum alloys,46,47 that

erosion resistance is related to an alloy's capacity to distribute the impact energy over a large

volume. Cold working did not affect this in 1100 Al, since although the strength was

increased, the deformation behavior was unchanged, as reflected in the appearance of the

impact craters and the extent of subsurface deformation. In general, the extent of deformation

associated with the impacts could not be explained on the basis of plasticity theory ",done,

implying that the effect of mechanical properties on erosion is modified by other effects. These Ii,

effects, especially thermal effects as discussed in Sect. 5.6, may be responsible for the

observed weak dependence of erosion resistance on strengthening treatments, as has been

observed often in the literature.17, 31 lt would be interesting to examine the high-velocity

impact response of precipitation-hardened aluminum alloys, where observations may be

fundamentally different than on I I(X)A1 because of different deformation characterist;.cs,

allowing a comparison of mechanical properties effects as modified by other factors as velocity
increased.

5.4 IMPACT-INDUCED PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

As mentioned several times in the text, thermal effects associated with the impacts offer

an obvious explanation for the various examples of near-surface softening seen in the

experiments. However, other possible explanations need also to be considered. For the iron-

aluminide alloy, the possibility of a disordering reaction due to the energetic impacts cannot be

discounted, lt was not feasible to conduct a detailed study to examine this possibility.
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However, a limited X-ray diffraction study on three samples of the iron-aluminide alloy was

" conducted. Two samples were of uneroded, heat-treated material, one of which was polished

through 600-grit SiC (the condition prior to multiple-particle erosion experiments) and the other

• polished through 0.1-I.tm diamond (the condition prior to the single-particle impact

experiments). The third specimen was the sample subjected to 480 g of steel shot in the

Notre Dame erosion tester and subsequently showed the greatest extent of subsurface

softening (Table 3). All samples showed a strong crystallographic texture attributable to the

prior thermomechanical treatments. The polished specimens showed primarily disordered aFe

with weak peaks of ordered B2. No ordered DO3 peaks were detected. The extent of ordering

could not be quantified because of the strong texture. The eroded specimen showed only

disordered aFe with significant peak broadening due to the deformation. No ordered phases

were detected, implying that the impacts were sufficiently energetic to promote the phase

transformation.

lt may be argued that a disordering phase transformation may lead to the impact-induced

near-surface effects since the disordered structure will be less resistant to plastic deformation.

However, it is unclear how the large strains and strain rates associated with the impacts may

affect the strength of the disordered or ordered structures, especially if temperature excursions

• occur during the impact process. Further, a steep strain gradient exists beneath the impacted

surfaces. Therefore, the disordered material in the near-surface regions will be strained to a

, significantly greater extent than underlying ordered material. Greater work-hardening effects

may more than compensate for any difference in strength between the two phases. Finally,

disordering effects in the iron-aluminide alloy cannot explain impact-induced, near-surface

softening in cases without any possibility of phase transformations, such as the observations in

eroded-corroded steels for relatively low-velocity impacts or in 11()0 Al at hiigher velocities.

On a related note, single-particle impact studies were conducted early in the program on several

heat-treated steels to examine the possibility of impact-induced phase transfcl,rmations, as
i

monitored by MPM measurements. No evidence for phase transformations was found.

The implications of this limited X-ray study are unclear. The observati0n of the phase

transformation in the iron-aluminide alloy may be important with respect to l_,otential

applications where the 'alloy may be exposed to particle impacts. In such ca,,;es,the ordering

• heat treatment may be of little significance. However, not enough data are available to make ....

such judgments. The X-ray results on samples prior to erosion showed that the alloy was not

• completely ordered (or even mostly ordered). The extent of disordering due to erosion is,,

unknown, and it may well be that some anaount of order may have persisted after erosion if the

starting alloy were more completely ordered, The depth dependence of the transformation is
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,also unknown, and it would be useful to see if the thickness of the 'transformed layer matched

the thickness of the softened layer beneath the eroded surface. Finally, an examination of "

impact response of iron-aluminide alloys prior to the ordering heat treatment would- also

provide critical information, establishing if near-surface softening was exclusively associated

with the order-disorder transformation. Further detailed X-ray studies would clearly be useful.

5.5 EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES

lt is well known from the shot-peening literature82, 83 that peened surfaces develop

significant compressive residual stresses. These effects are strongest for impact processes that

tend to have large elastic components, such as with spherical particles (as opposed to angular

grit, which will more easily deform the surface plastically). A combination of vertical Hertzian

stresses (which are at a maximum some distance beneath the impact location) and plastic strains

(which are maximum at the surface) set up characteristic depth distributions of residual

stresses. The compressive residual stress tends to be maximum some distance below the

surface for relatively hard materials (due to a larger contribution from elastic Hertzian stresses)

and at the surface for relatively soft materials (due to larger plastic strains as well as possibly

stronger adiabatic heating effects). Harder materials 'also tend to show work softening in the

near-surface layers, with a hardness depth distribution mirroring the compressive residual

stress-depth distribution. The near-surface softening in these cases is not due to a more relaxed

dislocation structure in the near-surface regions but rather due to the fact that higher

compressive stresses some distance beneath the surface effectively raise the yield stress (and

hence the hardness) in these areas. The maximum in hardness matches the maximum in

compressive residual stress.

Residual stress effects offer an attractive explanation for most of the near-surface effects

observed in '_ '..:iuimpact experinaents, especially for the.multiple-particle erosion results. The

steel shot used was considerably harder than the 1 I(X)Al but comparable in hardness to the

iron-aluminide alloy. Therefore, compressive residual stress distributions as descri' ,_above

for relatively hard and soft materials may develop in the iron aluminide and 1I(X)Al,

respectively, leading to a near-surface dropoff in hardness in the fomaer and maximum

hardness at the surface in the latter. Due to the buildup of residual stresses, near-surface

softening would increase with dose,82,83 as observed in the iron-aluminide alloy, Residual

stress distributions would also explain the greater softening effects at 90 ° impacts compar_ to

30° impacts.
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Residual stresses also offer an alternative explanation for the peak hardness values

•< observed after impact, since the measured hardnesses may reflectthe flow stress of the alloys

as raised by existing compressiv e residual stresses. Work hardening of the 1100 A1 substrate

'i under impacts would lead to more resistance to plastic deformation. In time, the elastic

Hertzian component of theimpact force would increase, leading to an increase in compressive

residual stresses and thus higher measured hardnesses. Thus, peak hardness in 1100 A1 would

develop over sev,_ral impacts, as observed. The effect may not be strong in the iron-aluminide

alloy s!n,ze the impacts have a strong elastic component, initially, and also because the alloy

may not work harden to the extent of 1100 Al. Therefore, the peak hardness could develop as

the result of a single impact,

Near-surface softening due to single-particle impacts is more difficult to explain. Ali target

materials were relatively soft compared to the WC balls, lt may be that for relatively low-

velocity impacts, the iron-aluminide alloy was hard enough to develop a compressive residual

stress maximum beneath the surface, which may also have been the case for the eroded-

corroded steels. However, this does not explain the increasing depth of near-surface softening

with increasing velocity (Table 2). In shot peening of hard alloys, the maximum in

compressive residual stress moves to greater depths with increasing velocity since more

• energetic impacts increase the Hertzian stress distribution.83 However, for hard WC balls

impacting on a relatively soft iron-aluminide alloy 'target, increasing velocities would be more

, logically associated with increasing plastic deformation. The observation of near-surface

softening in 1100 A1 at higher velocities also cannot be explained on a residual stress basis.

Finally, as extensively discussed above, the extent of plastic deformation beneath impacted

surfaces in FA-129 was comparable to that in 1100 A1 and was actually greater in some cases.

Therefore, the ,argument that material with a greater tendency toward plastic deformation

develops a maximum compressive-residual stress (and, thus, maximum hardness) at the

impacted surface fails to differentiate between the two alloys.

No attempts were made to measure residual stresses beneath the impacted samples.

Although arguments based on residual stress cannot explain ali the observed near-surface

changes, possible residual stress effects cannot be ruled out. A stress-relief anneal after

erosion could minimize residual stresses without significantly affecting the microstructure.

• MPM measurements before and ',fftersuch treatments couldevaluate the contribution of residual

stresses. X-ray studies to examine residual stress issues could be rewarding.

,I
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5.6 THERMAL EFFECTS

As described in the introduction to this report, much conflicting data ilave been generated

over the years regarding the possible effects of impact-induced temperature rises on the erosion _'

process. Evaluating the occurrence and relative importance of such effects was an underlying

theme throughout t',,s program.

The initial attempt to verify thermally induced near-surface softening was made early in the

program through single-particle impact studies on Hastelloy C-276, as described earlier in this

report. No softening was observed. However, since MPM indentations were only made in

crater bottoms, no depth-dependent hardness variations could be observed. Therefore, it was

unclear if _ hardness values would have been measured at larger depths below the

surface, indicating possible thermal effects in the near-surface layers. In the following study,

impact craters on aluminum "alloyswere cross sectioned, thus allowing hardness variations

with depth to be obtained. Both this study and succeeding multiple-particle erosion studies on

aluminum alloys showed maximum hardnesses at the impacted ';t:rface, leading to the initial

conclusion that thermal effects were not dominant during erosion. However, as extensively

described in this report, later studies showed numerous examples of a constant or lower near-

surface hardness associated with particle impacts. Softening was observed in FA-129 under

many impact conditions, in 1100 A1 at high velocities, and in the one study conducted on

2.25CrlMo steels. As discussed above, these results cannot be completely explained by any ,

one set of arguments, and the possibility of thermal effects cannot be dismissed.

Therma'. effects that occur must necessarily be associated with the individual impact event,

even in multiple-particle impact studies. As shown earlier, the time between impacts in the

Notre Dame rotating-arm tester is too large for the dynamic state of one impact to be retained

until the next impact within its region of influence. The loading rates were larger in the

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory gas-jet tester, but estimated time between impacts is still quite

large. Therefore, subsurface softening trends in the multiple-impact studies may be analyzed

as being due to the action of individual particles. This wou! '.explain, for example, the

significant local variations in the extent of near-surface softening in the iron-aluminide 'alloy for

erosion at both 30 and 90 ° (Table 3). Areas that experienced the most recent impacts would

show the greatest extent of softening. Note that the thickness of the softened layer appears to

be independent of location, ruling out the possibility of a locally higher impact velocity leading

to greater softening.

An interesting trend is revealed if the crater sizes and depths of hardening for 28.5 rrt/s

single impacts on aluminum alloys, 58 to 59 m/s and high-velocity (several hundred meters per
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second) single impacts on 1100 A1 and FA-129, and 50 m/s single impacts on the eroded-

" corroded 2.25CrlMo steel (Table 2) are compared. At the lowest velocity, the depth of

hardening increases significantly with decreasing hardness. At the intermediate velocity, the

_, depths of hardening are higher in the softer materials, but the differences are small, especially

when compared to the hardness differential and the lower velocity data. As discussed in

Sect. 5.3, the differences were much smaller than predicted by contact mechanics based on

elasticity and plasticity theory alone, suggesting external influences. At velocities of several

hundred meters per second, the hardening depths appear to be greater in the harder alloy,

indicating a reversal in trend. However, at ali three velocities, larger craters were consistently

formed in the softer alloys. The conflicting trends are schematically shown in Figs. 48 and 49.

(Note that in Fig, 48, crater lengths at 30° incidence cannot be directly compared with crater

depths at 90 ° incidence.)

In Figs. 48 and 49, there are no data on the precipitation-hardened aluminum alloys or the

2.25CrlMo steel to estimate clearly the effect of velocity on hardening behavior as a function

of alloy strength. Most of the data are from 11(30Al, and the iron-aluminide alloy and the trend

reversal imply that as velocity increases, subsurface deformation either increases

disproportionately slowly in 1100 A1 or disproportionately fast in the iron-aluminide alloy. For

• 1100 Al, between 58 and 894 m/s, crater depth increases by a factor of 15 while the hardening

depth increases by a factor of 1.8. For the iron-aluminide alloy, between 58 and 794 m/s,

, crater depth increases by a factor of 9 while the hardening depth increases by a factor of 2.5.

Table 5 compares the ratio of single-particle, impact crater size in 1100 Al to that in the iron-

aluminide alloy at wu'ious velocities, where the crater sizes were obtained from the various

tables and micrographs in this report as well as other unreported data. The crater size ratios are

reasonably constant at both a.ng.._,of incidence, except for the highest velocity impacts at 90 °

for which the crater in 1100 A1 appears to be unusually deep.

Therefore, it appears that in 1100 AI at high velocities, a larger fraction of the impact

energy is used up in creating an unusually large crater, so that less energy is available for

subsurface plastic deformation, leading to lower hardening depths than in the iron-aluminide

alloy. Severe thermal effects at the head of the impacting particle can explain the excess

penetration at high velocities.

• A strong argument can be made for thermal effects occurring over most of the velocity

range; the target material properties control rest3onse in terms of the extent of near-surface

. softening. Near-surface softening could occur either during the impact process or after the

impact, due to residual heat in the plastically deformed area. Softening concurrent with

deformation would be related to processes like the formation of adiabatic shear bands (a
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, Table 5. Crater size ratios for single-particle impacts
at 30 and 90° incidence and various velocities

v

Impact velocity (m/s)

Impact 17 to 19 50 to 60 280 357 to 381 420 to 429 794 to 894
. an_!e (o) .........

Crater size ratio a, Annealed 1100 Al:Ordered FA-129

30 2 2 2.3 -- 2 --

90 3.5 3.3 -- 3 -- 5.5

aCrater lengths for 30° impacts and crater depths for 90° impacts.

manifestation of localization of deformation) or dynamic recrystallization. In either case,

strength levels will be higher than in the fully annealed state.

Aluminum is a material with excellent dynamic-recovery characteristics and tends to

maintain a uniform substructure of very well defined dislocation cells during deforrration, even

at high strains, preventing localized deformation or dynamic recrystallization.84 Whereas

. dynamic recrystallization will be associated with a drop in the flow stress, a dynamically

recovered microstructure will tend to maintain a constant flow stress. For dynamic

recrystallization to occur, a heterogeneous substructure needs to develop, with neighboring

areas having significantly different dislocation concentrations. Therefore, it is promoted in

materials that do not have a tendency to develop uniform dislocation cell structures during

deformation, such as low-stacking-fault energy materials in which dislocation cross-slip is

difficult. On this basis, dynamic recrystallization would be favored in the ordered iron-

aluminide "alloyover 1100 Al.

For single impacts in 1100 Al, near-surface layers sometimes showed a constant hardness

over several tens of microns for at least one relatively low-velocity impact, suggesting dynamic

recovery effects. As Fig. 6 shows, this occun'ed in annealed 11(X)Al for a 90° impact at

58 m/s but was not as clear in the cold-worked alloy subjected to a similar impact. As velocity

increases, near-surface softening occurs in 11(X)Al, for impacts at both 30 and 90°. However,

, in all cases, the near-surface effects are not clear as in FA- 129, as seen in Fig. 7 for a

90° impact at 894 m/s and Fig. 12 for a 30° impact at 740 m/s. This suggests that dynamic

recovery effects are strong in the 1I(X)Al and that the softening may be due to annealing effects_

of residual heat. Recrystallization due to post-deformation annealing effects has been observed

in abraded aluminum.85 The unusually large crater in 11(X)A1due to impact at 90 °, 894 m/s,
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also supports such an occurrence. The material in front of the impacting ball may have been

heated close to its melting temperature, offering little resistance to deformation. As the ball

slowly lost energy and came to a rest, significantly less energy would be available for plastic

deformation, leading to a relatively smaller deformation volume. The heat generated in the ball .'

during penetration would be released into the deformed material, leading to the observed

softening effects. Near-surface softening in 1100 A1 would, therefore, be observed only at

relatively large velocities.

At moderate velocities, evidence of strong dynamic-recovery effects leading to a saturation

in flow stress was not observed in the multiple-particle impact studies. The reason for this may

be that the velocity was too low for significant thermal effects. In the single-impact studies, a

constant or saturation near-surface hardness was observed for a 90° impact at 58 m/s, whe:eas

the multiple-particle erosion tests were conducted at 45 m/s with particles roughly half as dense

as the single WC spheres. Especially at 30° incidence, significantly less energy will be

associated with each impact. Close inspection of the MPM results for 90° multiple-particle ;'

erosion tests (Figs. 33 and 34) reveals some indication of a constant hardness in the near-

surface layers, especially in valley regions where deformation is more concentrated. In

addition, dynamic recovery effects may be responsible for the fact that even for cases where

obvious thermal effects are seen, single .particle impacts do not fully harden 1100 Al, unlike

FA-129. Dynamic recovery effects can also explain why c)ld working the 1100 Al did not

cause a significa_tly different respon_ to single,particle impacts. The high dynamic recovery

of 1100 Al would enable the deformation to be spread evenly in the highly strained regions,

negating cold-work effects. At very low velocities, these effects would be relatively small, and

conventional strength effects would dominate. This was seen in the initial single-impact study

on various aluminum alloys, which was conducted at a velocity of 28.5 m/s. At this velocity,

both crater sizes and hardening depths clearly reflected the alloys' hardnesses.

The response of 1100 A1 to impacts can, therefore, be described as occurring in three

regimes dominated by different processes: recrystallization due to residual heat at high

velocities, dynamic recovery at moderate velocities, and no thermal effects at low velocities.

For the 343-_tm-diam WC balls used in this study, these velocities may be estimated to be

several hundred m/s, around 60 m/s, and about 30 m/s for the three processes, respectively.

The general absence of any evidence for thermal effects during the various multiple-

particle impact studies on aluminum alloys during the program nmy simply be due to impact

velocities being too low. In addition, thermal effects would more likely be observed in terms

of a constant near-surface hardness, rather than near-surface softening, at the velocities in

question (45 m/s). The initial study on precipitation-hardened aluminum alloys may have
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generated more interesting results if co_:ducted ,athigher velocities, especially considering their

" distinctly different deformation behavior compared to 1100 Al.

The more widespread near-surface softening in the iron-aluminide alloy may be attributed

,' to stronger thermal effects because of its deformation characteristics. The ordered structure

would promote local .areas of high-stored energy under impact, which could lead to either

dynamic recrystallization or "static" recrystallization due to post-impact annealing effects.

Either process would cause a loss of order. The relatively large hardening depths compared to

1100 A1 suggest dynamic recrystallization, which would lead to greater deformed volumes.

Small amounts of cold work would 'also localize deformation, leading to easier dynamic

recrystallization, although the deformation itself would not be greatly reduced, as seen in the

MPM profiles in Fig. 6. Similarly, the softening seen in the 2.25CrlMo steel could also be

due to dynamic recrystallization, since the bcc crysta_ structure promotes planar slip, and

localized deformation would also be enh_'nced by the prior work hardening during erosion-

corrosion testing. Dynamic recrystallization, as the preferred thermal recovery process, is also

indicated by the fact that if the iron-aluminide alloy retained its ordered structure during

deformation and a significant tt.mperature increase occurred during the impact, then the alloy's

elevated-temperature strength would restrict the deformation to smaller volumes.

" Bellman and Levy 16 were the first to suggest the creation of a soft near-surface layer due

to erosion. A work-hardened layer underneath this layer acted as an anvil, leading to heavy

deformation in the soft surface zone followed by material removal. Our results are in partial

agreement with this model. A soft layer does not form in ali cases, even if'thermal effects are

significant and, at low velocities, thermal effects are insignificant. This is important sil,ce

many erosion tests and applications are in the low-velocity regime (a few tens of meters per

second).

Hutchings and Levy 86have considered the significance of thermal effects in erosion in

some detail. Based on considerations of an adiabatic temperature rise, they estimated velocity

and particle size limits above which thermal effects may be expected to be important. These

velocities were in the range of several tens of m/s for particles several hundred microns in

diameter, for typical engineering alloys and abrasives. The limits were found by equating the

plastic-deformation depth associated with an impact with the expected diffm:ion distance of the

- heat generated over the duration of impact. Adiabatic conditions would be met if the diffusion

distance were less than the plastic deformation depth, so that all heat was released in the

, deformed volume. Their calculation of the plastic deformation depth was based on the

assumption that it could be equated to the depth of the indentation. As shown in our results

and discussed in Sect. 5.3, deformation depths are many times impact crater depths even for
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moderately low-velocity impacts. In addition, Hutchings and Levy 86 assumed that the heat

was released uniformly over the course of the impact. However, as shown in our results for

high-velocity 30° impacts, most of the plastic deformation occurs during the final stages of the

impact, lt is possible that heat generation may be restricted to the initial or final stages of the .

impact, further restricting its dissipation during the impact. Hutchings and Levy 86 concluded

that thermal effects would be important only for large particle sizes or velocities. However,

both the points made above would serve to lower the heat diffusion distance relative to the

plastic deformation depth, favoring adiabatic conditions and making thermal effects irnportant

even at moderately low velocities. Thermal effects would, theretbre, be a viable form of

reasoning to explain the insensitivity of erosion resistance to strengthening treatments under

commonly encountered erosion conditions. Note that thermal effects do not necessarily require

the existence of a relatively soft surface layer. Increased dislocation mobility and dynamic

recovery effects would serve the same purpose. Finally, in agreement with Hutchings and

Levy,86 thermal effects are probably insignificant at lower' velocities, which are also

encountered in practice. Thermal effects would also be less significant with angular erodents at

similar velocities, since material is removed more efficiently, leading to less energy transfer

into the substrate and correspondingly less heat generation. This implies that in many erosion

applications, the conditions have to be examined and weighed carefully in order to anticipate

possible thermal effects.

As discussed in Sect. 5.5, a strong argument may be made for near-surface softening due

to effects of residual stresses, especially for the iron-aluminide alloy. However, residual stress

effects could not explain ali the single-particle impact results, lt may be argued that residual

stress effects give way to more dominant thermal effects at high velocities. However, MPM

results of the iron-aluminide alloy eroded at relatively low velocity (Figs. 45 through 47)

showed that the extent of dropoff in near-surface hardness varied from location to location,

whereas the thickness of the softened layer stayed relatively constant. Residual stresses cannot

explain this since the stress distributions are related directly to input energy, and local

variations in this would lead to variations in the thickness of the softened layer. Residual stress

effects cannot be ruled out either, since they explain several aspects of the results successfully.

Therefore, a combination of residual stress and thermal effects may be occurring over the

velocity range of impacts examined. The extent of each process is unknown fox"lack of more

conclusive evidence (as, for example, from X-ray diffraction or TEM studies).

In either case, the results show that defomaation characteristics of materials lead to

subsurface flow stress distributions, which tend to average out large-strength differentials,,

especially toward higher impact velocities. This may explain results of various erosion studies,
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described earlier, which show that erosion resistance is typically insensitive to

" thermomechanical or alloying strengthenio.g treatments. As an alloy's strength is increased,

impacts create less defo:mation. However, this deformation tends to be more localized,

- promoting material removal, as well as intensifying other effects (such as themaal effects).

This balances any advantages of the strengthening treatments. Erosion resistance would onl)-

increase if these phenomena were suppressed. One way, as suggested by this work, would be

to develop microstructures that tend to distribute deformation evenly.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report described the results of a seven-year experimental program to examine erosion

mechanisms in metallic alloys. The program adopted a fundamental approach to examining

erosion mechanisms by experimentally modeling the process using realistically sized single

particles, as well as by examining material deformation and flow in multiple-particle erosion

tests. Spherical particles were used in ',di the tests in order to facilitate analysis by maintaining

a simple-impact geometry. Studies were conducted from the perspective of how material

properties, and especially mechanical properties, control their response to particulate impacts.

" Results of the two types of experiments were compared and correlated.

Two gas guns were built and used for the single-particle impact studies. The first gun,

.. built at the program's initiation, is attached to an SEM and fires 343-t.tm spheres at velocities

between 10 to 60 m/s. The second gun, built in the sixth year of the program, fires sabots in

air at velocities between 201)to I(XX)m/s. The two guns were used to fire 343-gm-diam WC

spheres at various targets oriented at 30 or 90° to the impacting particle.

Initial studies using the SEM gas gun showed that larger craters fomaed in softer alloys,

but crater size could not be rel_2tedto relative erosion rates. MPM measurements showed

work hardening due to impacts, but no thermal effects were evident for impacts at velocities

around 30 m/s on a series of aluminum alloys. The depth of hardening was less in the

stronger 7075-T6 alloy compared to 1101)AI. The significantly softer 1101)A1 had shown

superior erosion resistance in other studies, suggesting that the capacity to distribute the

impact energy over large volumes improved a material's erosion resistance.

Detailed single-impact studies over a wide range of velocities were conducted on targets of

1 I(X)A1 and an Fe3Al-based, ordered iron-aluminide alloy, FA-129, in both heat-treated and

. cold-worked conditions. For impacts at velocities around 60 m/s, craters were larger in the

softer 11(X)AI, and the amount of material hardened by the impacts was less in the iron-

aluminide alloy, but the difference was less than expected based on the hardness differential
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between the two alloys. In some cases, at velocities of several hundred m/s, the depth of

hardening was greater in the iron-aluminide alloy. Near-surface softening was observed in the

cold-worked iron-aluminide alloy, and possibly in annealed 1I(X)AI, lit velocities around

60 m/s. Near-surface softening was observed in both alloys for impacts at velocities of

; several hundred na/s, although the softening effects could be identified more clearly in the iron-

aluminide alloy. This softening was also observed due to moderately low-velocity impacts on

surfaces of previously eroded-corroded 2.25CrlMo steels, supporting the argument that

greater softening occurred in more deformation-resistant materials.

MPM measurements showed that for 30° incidence, more material was hardened in front

of the impacting ball than vertically beneath the crater. Unlike at low velocities, significant

differences were seen in the appearance of single-impact craters at 30° incidence between

li(X) A1 and the iron-aluminide alloy. Well developed, extruded lips were formed in 1100 Al,

with considerable defomaation around the impact site but no material removal. In contrast, the

extruded lip in the iron-aluminide alloy fractured at the exit edge of the crater, perhaps due to

low ductility in the material (around 15%) compared to annealed 11(X)A1 (35%). The velocity

at which the extruded lips failed in the iron-aluminide alloy was not well defined. In contrast,

no difference was seen in the appearance of craters or extruded lips in annealed and cold-

worked 1100 Al, even though the ductility was reduced from 35 to 6% upon cold working.

To allow comparison with the single-particle impact studies, multiple-particle erosion

studies were conducted at a velocity of 45 m/s using steel shot either 6(X)to 700 jam in diameter

(earlier studies) or 297 to 420 btm in diameter (later studies). The first study was conducted on

11(X)A1 and 7075-T6 A1to examine the surface-ripple structure that developed.during erosion

at 30° incidence. A work-hardened layer was observed in both materials, with a maximum

hardness greater than observed in single-particle impact studies and no evidence °f near-surface

softening. Wave crests and valleys were identified, and it was found that the depth of

hardening under a wave crest extended to a distance equal to the height of the wave crest plus

the depth of hardening beneath a valley. The depth of hardening beneath a valley was similar

to that under single-particle impacts.

The development of a ripple structure at 30 ° incidence and a hill-and-valley structure at

90° incidence was examined in detail for 1 I(X)Al. lt was found that the surface structures

developed early in the erosion process, and several overlapping impacts were necessary to

achieve maximum strain hardening on the surface. The material continued to accumulate .,;train

without fracture after the maximum flow stress was achieved. As in the earlier study,

hardening extended to much greater depths under wave crests for erosion at 30°, suppoving the

view that strain-hardened material was pushed tip from the wave valleys into the crests. In
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contrast, for erosion at 90° incidence, the depth of hardening was approximately equal beneath

hills and valleys. Significant embedment of erodent fragments, predominantly in the valleys,

occurred for erosion at 90°. Deformation contours showed material being back-extruded from

• valleys into the hills, but most of this movement occurred near the surface rather than through
the bulk of the material, leading to the observed hardness distribution. No near-surface

softening was evident beneath the eroded surfaces of 1100 Al at either 30 or 90 ° incidence.

However, there was some evidence for a constant hardness in the near-surface layers,

especially at 90° incidence. Material removal was controlled by the attainment of a critical

fracture strain and occurs due to overlapping impacts or by the fracture of lips of material
extruded from wave crests.

The surface structure apparently initiated due to locally high concentrations of impacts

leading to incipient hills or wave crests, which persist because the impact energy is distributed

over smaller volumes in the highly strain-hardened material. T_:e hills/crests grow since for

30° impacts, most of the hardened material is pushed in front of the impacting particle and for

90° impacts, a higher concentration of voids and fissures associated with particle embedment

led to greater deformation in valley regions. The peak hardness in valley regions was

sometimes less than on hills/crests, perhaps due to recent material movement out of the valleys.

The structures continue to grow until material removal rates from hills/crests and valleys are
balanced.

. Surface structure is expected to be strongly influenced by target material strength and

ductilities, developing to a greater extent on softer, more deformable materials. The spacings

of the features are expected to be related to the range of deformation associated, with an impact

and, therefore, to particle size (as has been observed), as well as to the impact velocity. Within

the same family of alloys, the development of ripples or hills and valleys may contribute to

increased erosion resistance due to longer incubation periods, greater absorption of the incident

energy in material deformation and movement processes, and possible shielding from impact of

low,lying areas by neighboring elevated regions.

Taper sectioning was shown to be a powerful technique to examine the near-surface

deformation of eroded surfaces. However, the technique has to be used judiciously and the

results analyzed carefully in order to avoid misinterpretation of the data.

The multiple-particle erosion of the iron-aluminide alloy FA- 129 by steel shot was also

examined in detail. It was found that erosion occurred even though most of the impacting

panicles were softer than the target material. Softer spherical panicles appeared to merely form

an impression on the target surface, whereas harder panicles formed extruded lips, especially

under oblique impact, Two distinct erosion mechanisms were observed: extrusion and
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fracture of platelets by the impact of spherical particles and a cutting or gouging out of material

by the impact ofangular particles, which were present in the shot as well as forn'md by

fragmentation upon impact of an oxide scale covering many of the particles. The platelets and

extrusions were relatively small, and angular particles had more damage associated with each

impact event. Both mechanisms were observed at30 ° incidence, but damage by angular

particles and debris dominated at higher angles. The steady-state erosion rates were roughly

equal at 30 and 60° incidence with some indication that the steady-state rate at 90 ° may also be

similar, due to a complex balance of the extent of platelet formation and cutting at the various

angles.

The alloy work hardened significantly under irnpacts at both 30 and 90° incidence. Unlike

1100 Al, the hardness dropped off in near-surface layers, and the thickness of this softened

layer increased with erodent dose. Also unlike 11(X)AI, the value of the peak subsurface

hardness was similar to that under single-particle impacts. The depth of overall work

hardening, as well as the thickness of the softened near-surface layer, was greater for erosion

at 90" because a greater fraction of the energy of impacting particles was transferred to the

target. The angular dependence of the depth of hardening was less pronounced in 1100 AI,

implying that in softer, more deformable materials, a larger fraction of the impact energy is

expended in moving material and developing the surface topography.

The surface of the iron aluminide did not develop features observed on eroded 11O0Al,

suggesting limited ductility under the erosion test conditions. The platelets and extrusions

created by the impinging shot were also small, implying an inability of the material to sustain

large plastic strains. However, there were no signs of cracks or delaminations, that would

indicate mac'roscopic brittle failure in the material. The near-surface layers of the iron-

aluminide alloy were found to be in a disordered state after erosion. However, the effect of

this phase transformation on the erosion process was not clear. Data from available literature

showed that the aluminides may have an erosion resistance comparable to other engineering

alloys, and the overall results indicate relatively good resistance of iron aluminides to solid

particle erosion, which may be improved by increasing the alloy's ductility.

In the case of the iron-alunlinide alloy, the maximum hardness reached was similar in

single- and multiple-particle impact studies. However, in 1I(X)Al, the flow stress built up

over several impacts. Increasing the velocity of the single impact caused near-surface softening

before the nmximum flow stress was achieved. This indicated possible thermal effects.

Single-particle impact studies at high velocities were found to correlate well with results

from low,velocity, naultiple-particle erosion experiments, lt was found that although a single

impact can remove material at high velocities, the several overlapping impacts needed to
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remove material at relatively low velocities expend less overall energy due to strain localization

" effects in the extruded lips fonned on impact. Single-particle impacts will therefore tend to
underestimate the erosion rate.

'_ , Relatively early tnaterial loss in the iron-aluminide alloy in both single- and multiple-

particle impact tests could be related to its lower ductility, as well as its propensity to localize

deformation due to its ordered nature. In contrast, the high dynamic recovery and stacking

fault energy of 1100 A1 allowed impact energy and deformation to be spread more uniformly,

explaining the lack of brittle failure observations in cold-worked 1100 A1even though ductility

was greatly reduced.

The mechanical properties of a material alone could not consistently explain the observed

deformation behavior and material removal under the various impact conditions. Contrary to

what is generally assumed, the volume of deformed material due to an impact was significantly

larger than.,the crater volume. It was shown that elastic-plastic contact mechanics did not '

accurately predict the similarity in hardening depths between the heat-teated and co_d-worked

1100 A1 arid iron-aluminide alloys for impact around 60 nVs and that influences other than pure

mechanical properties effects were important at these velocities.

Residual stress effects explained the occurrence of near-surface softening in the iron-

" aluminide alloy but could not satisfactorily explain the hardening behavior observed for single-

particle impacts at various velocities. Thermal effects could more completely explain the results

. based on the argument that at moderate velocities, strong dynamic recovery effects in 1100 A1

promote the development of a constant flow stress, whereas localization of deformation in the

iron-aluminide alloy promotes dynamic recrystallization effects, leading to near-surface

softening. At very high velocities, stronger thermal effects dominated over dynamic recovery

effects in 11(X)Al, leading to near-surface softening, probably due to recrystallization from

residual heat. At low velocities, thermal effects no longer dominate, and the impact response is

controlled mainly by the mechanical properties of the alloy. Thermal effects may be expected

to be significant over a significant portion of the velocity range for erosion applications.

However, at any velocity, thermal effects will be less important for impacts with angular

particles compared to spherical. Since thermal effects need not necessarily create a soft surface

layer, erosion conditions have to be analyzed carefully to anticipate possible effects.

- Thermal effects could explain lack of difference in hardening depths between the two

alloys for moderately low-velocity single impacts and the higher hardening depth in the iron-

. aluminide alloy for high-velocity single impacts, lt was estimated that clear evidence of thermal

effects in 1100 A1 during multiple-particle impact experiments would be seen under

experimental conditions somewhat more severe than in the present study.
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Poteiltial areas for future work include erosion studies in iron-alunainide alloys using

angular particles; erosion-induced, order-disorder transformations in iron-aluminide alloys; _"

residual stress effec",..,during erosion; and high-velocity, single-impact studies on wtrious

aluminuna alloys or st_.els to study relative influence of mechanical properties and themaal 4,
effects on erosion,
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